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Abstract
Relevance-Based Language Models introduced in the Language Modelling
framework the concept of relevance, which is explicit in other retrieval mod-
els such as the Probabilistic models. Relevance Models have been mainly used
for a specific task within Information Retrieval called Pseudo-Relevance Feed-
back, a kind of local query expansion technique where relevance is assumed
over a top of documents from the initial retrieval and where those documents
are used to select expansion terms for the original query and produce a, hope-
fully more effective, second retrieval.
In this thesis we investigate some new estimations for Relevance Models
for both Pseudo-Relevance Feedback and other tasks beyond retrieval, partic-
ularly, constrained text clustering and item recommendation in Recommender
Systems. We study the benefits of our proposals for those tasks in comparison
with existing estimations. This new modellings are able not only to improve
the effectiveness of the existing estimations and methods but also to outper-
form their robustness, a critical factor when dealing with Pseudo-Relevance
Feedback methods. These objectives are pursued by different means: promot-
ing divergent terms in the estimation of the Relevance Models, presenting new
cluster-based retrieval models, introducing new methods for automatically
determine the size of the pseudo-relevant set on a query-basis, and originally
producing new modellings under the Relevance-Based Language Modelling
framework for the constrained text clustering and the item recommendation
problems.
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Chapter 1
Thesis Outline
1.1 Introduction
Since the first formal statements of how the search process should be car-
ried out in the libraries’ archives during the fifties, Information Retrieval (IR)
techniques have become essential for the daily activity of most of the human
beings. Nowadays the homepage of almost every web browser installed in the
personal computers point to a web search engine such as Google, Yahoo! or
Bing, this is not only for marketing purposes, but also, and more importantly,
it is because today the search engines are vital to access information. And
those search engines would not be possible without the research efforts made
on the Information Retrieval field. Information Retrieval is in fact the science
of searching, or maybe a better description could be the science of finding. Sev-
eral definitions have being proposed to characterise this, still young, research
area, in our opinion one of the most accurate ones was stated in Manning
et al. (2008):
Information Retrieval is finding material (usually documents) of an
unstructured nature (usually text) that satisfies an information need
from within large collections (usually stored on computers)
The aforementioned search engines are complex information systems with
many components such as crawlers, parsers, tokenisers, indexers, searchers,
classifiers or interaction interfaces. But over all them, the retrieval models are
in the core of any search engine. Retrieval models allow to the search engines
to provide the user with effective and efficient documents rankings in answer
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to his information need. Several retrieval models have been proposed along
the history of Information Retrieval. Particularly, this thesis work is framed
under the well-known and highly effective Statistical Language Models. Ponte
and Croft (1998) introduced the use of the Language Models (LM) in Infor-
mation Retrieval, models which closest roots have to be found in the field of
automatic speech recognition. Specifically, in this work we will deal with a
later expansion for LM called Relevance-Based Language Models (Lavrenko
and Croft, 2001). Relevance Models (RM) introduced in the LM framework
the concept of relevance, which is explicit in other retrieval models such as
the Probabilistic models. RM have been mainly used for a specific task within
IR called Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF). PRF is a kind of local query ex-
pansion technique where relevance is assumed over a top of documents from
the initial retrieval; these documents are used to select expansion terms for
the original query and produce a, hopefully more effective, second retrieval.
In this thesis we investigate some new estimations for RM for both PRF
and other tasks beyond retrieval, particularly, constrained text clustering and
item recommendation in recommender systems. We study the benefits of our
proposals for those tasks in comparison with existing estimations. We also
play attention to some practical aspects in RM such as parameter tuning, and
specially a new proposal for automatically determine the size of the top of
documents selected for PRF.
In the remaining of this chapter we discuss the motivation of this Thesis
(1.2), the contributions of this work (1.3) and finally a general overview of
the work presented in this thesis (1.4)
1.2 Motivation
Producing a good quality document ranking with respect to a user need is still
not a closed issue. Although for some kind of queries produced by common
users in web search the results are satisfactory in terms of effectiveness, there
is still a lot of room for improvement in many retrieval scenarios and other
tasks beyond document retrieval. Several techniques have been explored to
pursue this objective. Among those techniques, PRF seems to be one of most
promising when talking about improvements in effectiveness. It is commonly
acknowledged that RM are one of the best performing PRF techniques; de-
spite this, it was only recently when detailed studies about the different es-
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timations of RM have been carried out (Lv and Zhai, 2009a). That is, in
fact, the main motivation of this thesis; producing new RM estimations for
the retrieval task comparing their performance against state-of-the-art base-
lines. We do not only aim to produce more effective models but also to derive
more robust estimations that, at some point, tackle the endemic topic drift
problem of the PRF techniques. In line with this we want to further explore
mainly two different paths: promotion of divergence and cluster based meth-
ods. Referring to the former, the promotion of divergence at term level in
PRF has been previously explored in other retrieval frameworks with suc-
cess (Carpineto et al., 2001), meanwhile in RM the attempts to do this were
not conclusive (Zhai and Lafferty, 2001) and only at model level rather than
at term level. Regarding cluster based techniques to boost up RM, research
efforts have been centred on apply cluster based retrieval approaches to im-
prove the selection of the pseudo-relevant set (Lee et al., 2008) and this is
the idea that we want to further explore not only with the aim of improving
effectiveness but also robustness.
As result of the very good behaviour of RM in terms of effectiveness for
document retrieval, RM have been tested in other retrieval situations such
as sentence retrieval (Balasubramanian et al., 2007), passage retrieval (Li
and Zhu, 2008) or sentiment retrieval (Eguchi and Lavrenko, 2006). Further-
more, the same concept of relevance models was successfully applied for other
non-retrieval tasks such as automatic image annotation (Jeon et al., 2003) or
social-tagging (Lavrenko et al., 2002). This inspired us in going a step further
and, in the same way that LM were reinterpreted for the retrieval task coming
from the field of automatic speech recognition, we want to produce further
estimations of the RM for other tasks where the relevance models are not any-
more associated between queries and documents. Particularly, we will model
the recommendation problem and the constrained clustering tasks, two prob-
lems very related with document retrieval in which we have worked before in
other research lines. RM are a principled way of doing massive query expan-
sion; we will use RM for other non-query expansions. In the recommendation
problem the relevance models will be estimated over the user preferences and
user’s neighbours preferences, for producing user’s profile expansion, mean-
while in the constrained text clustering task the relevance model will be com-
puted over the text document and the documents with which this document
shares constraints, resulting in the document expansion of the constrained
one.
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When addressing this research it is mandatory to tackle some practical
problems. Specifically, a good election of the values of the parameters it is
known to be crucial in the performance of the different formulations of RM.
Some studies have been lately published on this issue (Winaver et al., 2007;
Huang et al., 2008), but the efficiency of existing approaches compromises
their use in query-time in real applications. Because of this, we decided to
study this point in detail, trying to produce meaningful automatic methods for
determining the values of some of these parameters in a less computationally
expensive way.
1.3 Thesis Statement
The main claim of this work is that it is possible to formulate new estima-
tions of the Relevance Models for further improving the effectiveness of the
retrieval task and tasks beyond retrieval. This new modellings will be able to
not only improve the effectiveness of the existing estimations and methods but
also to outperform their robustness, a critical factor when dealing with PRF
methods. These objectives are pursued by different means: promoting diver-
gent terms in the estimation of the RM, presenting new cluster-based retrieval
models, introducing new methods for automatically determining the size of
the pseudo-relevant set on a query-basis, and producing new modellings un-
der the RM framework for the constrained text clustering and recommending
problems.
Aligned with the means stated above, the contributions of this thesis are
the following. Three different methods are proposed in order to improve the
effectiveness of the retrieval task when using RM. First, a new study of how
to introduce the promotion of divergent terms in the estimation of the RM is
presented, incorporating in the RM framework this idea intrinsic to other PRF
frameworks like the Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD) based query expansion
method under the Rocchio’s framework (Carpineto et al., 2001) or the whole
Divergence From the Randomness (DFR) retrieval model (Amati and Van Ri-
jsbergen, 2002). Second, a new cluster based approach designed with the
aim of selecting better document candidates to form the pseudo-relevant set
is presented and compared with alternative ways of constructing the pseudo-
relevant set for RM. Third, a query-basis method for determining the number
of the top documents selected for expansion is formulated, studying the ef-
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fect in terms of effectiveness and the consequences in terms of efficiency with
respect to existing methods.
Furthermore, two new modellings away from the document retrieval task
are presented. On the one hand, a new modelling of the constrained text
clustering task is introduced, where the corresponding estimations of the RM
in order to introduce the constraints’ information directly in the document
representation are formulated. On the other hand, the formulation of the
item recommendation problem in the context of a recommender system as an
RM estimation is formalised. All these techniques are validated on empirical
evidence, through several series of thorough experiments, which prove to be
robust across different collections.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The main novel contributions in this thesis are presented in chapters 3, 4, 5,
6 and 7. Chapter 2 contains a general introduction to RM that an IR specialist
could skip, but any interested reader may find it as a brief introduction to the
state of the art. The organisation of the chapters is as follows 1:
• Chapter 2 is a brief overview of the main concepts of IR, PRF and above
all RM. The different steps of how PRF is traditionally addressed in a
search process are clarified and particularly how those are produced in
RM. A brief review of the literature in terms of PRF techniques and RM
estimations is presented with the aim of providing with a clear view of
the existing alternatives to the ones proposed in this work.
• Chapter 3 presents the first of our efforts to produce further RM esti-
mations, in this case based on the promotion of divergent terms when
computing the relevance model for a given query. A detailed evalua-
tion against the standard formulation for RM and other non RM based
PRF approach is produced comparing both effectiveness and robustness
values.
• Chapter 4 introduces our proposal for modifying the selection of the
documents belonging to the pseudo-relevant set by applying cluster-
based retrieval strategies. Our aim is not only to exploit in this process
1Following the recommendations by Evans et al. (2012) we decided to keep self-contained
chapters exposing in each one the relevant literature and state-of-the-art study particular to the
specific chapter’s topic. We also follow recommendations in terms of formatting and style.
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the information from good but also from bad clusters. Evaluation against
the results of previous efforts in this line is reported comparing again
effectiveness and robustness figures.
• Chapter 5 describes our attempts for providing with an automatic me-
thod to determine, at query level, the number of documents selected
from the top of the initial retrieval over which it is estimated the query
relevance model. Our proposal, which is based on the study of the score
distributions, tries to improve the effectiveness but above all the robust-
ness of RM. We studied how our method compares with other previous
techniques remarking its advantages.
• Chapter 6 begins with our proposals for modelling new tasks under the
RM framework. In this case we approach the constrained text clustering
task. In this chapter we present how to accommodate the constraints
directly in the document representation, avoiding the use of specially
tailored constrained clustering algorithms while achieving comparable
and even better clustering effectiveness that those ones.
• Chapter 7 examines another problem beyond document retrieval: item
recommendation. We propose an alternative formulation of the collab-
orative filtering methods based in the RM framework, modelling the
item recommendation problem as a profile expansion problem and for-
mulating the corresponding estimations for the RM. Detailed compar-
ison with state-of-the-art recommendation methods shows impressive
improvements for the different effectiveness measures.
• Finally, chapter 8 presents the conclusions of the thesis and a summary
of the future research lines.
Chapter 2
Introduction to
Relevance Models
This chapter is devoted to introduce the basic concepts of Information Re-
trieval (IR), Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF) and Relevance-Based Langua-
ge Models (RM). In this chapter we pretend to briefly revisit essential aspects
for understanding the remaining of this thesis but mainly to illustrate RM for
the unfamiliarised reader.
2.1 Information Retrieval
In the beginnings of the Web, the most common information access approach
was by direct browsing. Later on, the web directories appeared facilitating the
categorized classification of the web pages for access. But the greatest change
in how web pages were accessed was produced by the advent of the web
searchers and their use of Information Retrieval (IR) methods. Of course, was
not the Web where IR and searchers were born, but it was, in our opinion, the
most successful application domain, having web searchers a very important
responsibility in the spread of the Web usage.
In this context, it is important to distinguish between data and informa-
tion. Usually for going from the raw data to the actual information a sense-
making process has to be made. This process is commonly bound to a user and
an information need. The objective of IR systems and methods is to simulate
the behaviour of a user which has a question to be answered and a collection
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of documents where the answer to the question is contained by a subset of
them. Ideally the user would read the documents of the collection discard-
ing those not interesting for answering the question and keeping those which
contain pieces of information that satisfy his need (Van Rijsbergen, 1979).
Documents without an actual information need are merely data, becoming
information when they increase the knowledge of a user for a given need
commonly expressed in form of question or query. One important problem
very recurring in the literature (Belkin et al., 1982) is the difficulty for the
user of expressing his actual information need which results bad query for-
mulations. Belkin refers to this problem as the Anomalous State of Knowledge
hypothesis and justify this problem because the gap in the user knowledge,
gap which the user is trying to fill producing a kind of vicious circle.
Once that we have a user, an information need and a collection of data,
we can try to define the subjective concept of relevance. A simplistic way of
defining relevance is at document level, a document is relevant to a user’s in-
formation need if it totally or partially satisfies the user need. The most satis-
fies the need the most relevant the document is. IR systems should preferably
rank documents in decreasing order of relevance.
Information Retrieval spans beyond traditional document retrieval. Sev-
eral tasks in the scope of IR do not depend on the expression of the informa-
tion need as a query such as clustering or topic detection and tracking; or they
do not depend on answering that information need with a set of documents
such as question answering or expert search. But, for the sake of simplic-
ity, we will explain the search process considering the traditional document
retrieval paradigm or ad-hoc retrieval task.
The objective of retrieval models is to compare the representations of the
documents in the collection with the information need representation return-
ing a ranked list of documents ordered by their relevance to the user’s infor-
mation need. Three important steps have to been performed: the computa-
tion of the documents’ representation (document indexing), the computation
of user’s information need representation (the query formulation problem)
and the comparison of both of them, resulting in the document ranking (the
document retrieval).
Document indexing involves several processes which lead to the creation
of the inverted file. Indexing is out of the scope of this thesis so we are not
going to go in detail about its different aspects. It is an off-line process which
comprises steps such as term tokenising, stemming, stop-word removal, index
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compression, etc. (Blanco, 2008).
The query formulation problem comprises the process of coding the user’s
information need from the user’s mind to the IR system representation. The
most common way in which this task is accomplished is through the use
of search boxes where the users introduce natural language queries. These
queries are commonly processed in the same way as documents had been
treated in order to allow an easy query-document comparison. Natural lan-
guage words are therefore on-line converted in query terms applying tech-
niques such as stemming or stop-word removal.
Once that the document representation and the query formulation pro-
cess are cleared, the next step is the matching phase. In this stage, the IR
systems must return a rank of documents ordered from most relevant to less
relevant according to the user’s information need. This objective is achieved
by using specific ranking algorithms commonly referred as retrieval models.
Retrieval models are formal mathematical models which exploit information,
commonly, from the document collection and the user query to provide with
an effective document ranking. Several retrieval models were presented along
the IR history: the Boolean Retrieval Model (Lancaster and Fayen, 1973),
the Vector Space Model (Salton et al., 1975), the Probabilistic Models (Fuhr,
1992), etc. An alternative probabilistic retrieval framework is the Language
Modelling Framework to which this thesis is devoted to. Language Models
(Ponte and Croft, 1998) were presented with the aim of predicting the likeli-
hood of observing the query terms once observed the probability distributions
of the documents in the collection.
Another important intermediate step between the initial query formula-
tion and the final document ranking is the query reformulation phase. In this
step, which is not mandatory, the original query formulation is further mod-
ified with the aim of improving the retrieval effectiveness. This is the topic
were this thesis is framed. When this process is done with real judgements
from the user this process is commonly named as relevance feedback, other-
wise, when assumptions are done in that sense these methods are referred
as Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF). PRF is a type of blind query expansion
(Carpineto and Romano, 2012) where usually a certain top of documents
from an initial retrieval with the original formulation of the query are as-
sumed to be relevant for the user’s information need. This set of documents
is called pseudo-relevant set. PRF methods exploit statistics about the origi-
nal query, the pseudo-relevant set and the document collection to expand the
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original query representation with more terms that are ideally correlated, in
terms of relevance, with the original query (Salton and Buckley, 1990).
Among the most successful PRF methods that were presented in the con-
text of the Language Models retrieval framework are the Relevance-Based
Language Models (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001). To those models this thesis is
devoted and we will explain those in detail in the next sections. So in the
remaining of this chapter, we will briefly review the most commonly used
retrieval models, particularly explaining the Language Modelling framework
( 2.2), then we will review existing approaches for Pseudo-Relevance Feed-
back ( 2.3) and comment in detail the basis of the Relevance Models ( 2.4).
2.2 Language Models
Statistical Language Models (Zhai, 2008) were originally introduced in Ponte
and Croft (1998). Ponte and Croft proposed a new document scoring strategy
coined as query likelihood scoring. In this framework, first, a probabilistic
model of the documents in the collection is estimated based on its textual
contents. Second, each document is scored according to the likelihood of
generating the query with its estimated model. The probabilistic distributions
estimated over the sequences of words are the so called Language Models
(LM).
As previously commented, Language Models had been previously tested
for assessing the language usages on other research areas such speech recog-
nition or machine translation where it is very important to infer the likelihood
of words to appear. In speech recognition, for instance, the main use of LM
is to estimate the likelihood of a word to be said, considering a sequence of
previous words already recognised, and so to determine which of the candi-
date words is chosen as output of the speech recogniser. When translating
the use of the LM to the retrieval (document scoring) task, each document
plays a similar role to the already recognised sequence of words meanwhile
the query plays the role of a candidate word. The ranking is constructed by
sorting the documents by the probability of the query to be generated by the
corresponding document language model.
Formally, the scoring method is defined as follows. Let q be a query, d a
document and Θd the language model estimated with the words of document
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d. Then the score of document d given the query q is defined as
score(q, d) = P (q|Θd) (2.1)
Two main problems remain to be determined: how to define the language
model Θd and how to estimate Θd based on the document contents. Depend-
ing on the alternatives used to address those two problems different variations
of the LM have been proposed. It is not the aim of this chapter to review that
precise topic but for defining the LM we can mention the original multiple
Bernoulli model (Ponte and Croft, 1998), the multinomial model (Song and
Croft, 1999) or the Poisson model (Mei et al., 2007).
The event generation model based on the original multiple Bernoulli (Ponte
and Croft, 1998) assumes that the presence or absence of each word is inde-
pendent of each other. Every word wj in the lexicon V has a random variable
Xj ∈ {0, 1} indicating Xj = 1 the presence of the word wj in the query and
Xj = 0 its absence. Thus, the multiple Bernoulli language model is estimated
as:
Θd = {P (Xj = 1|Θd)}|V |j=1 (2.2)
Resulting in the following query likelihood
P (q|Θd) =
∏
wi∈q
P (Xi = 1|Θd)
∏
wj /∈q
(1− P (Xi = 1|Θd)) (2.3)
In this thesis, we will mainly use a multinomial language model. In the
multinomial distribution model, also called uni-gram language model, the
sequence of words is obtained by generating each word independently having
the multinomial distribution the same number of parameters as the size of the
lexicon:
Θd = {P (wj |Θd)}|V |j=1 s.t.
|V |∑
j=1
P (wj |Θd) = 1 (2.4)
where P (wj |Θd) corresponds with the probability of the term wj according
to the estimated distribution and V is the lexicon of the collection. Assuming
q = q1 . . . qn the query likelihood for a document d would be computed as:
P (q|Θd) =
n∏
i=1
P (qi|Θd) =
∏
w∈V
P (w|Θd)c(w,q) (2.5)
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where c(w, q) is the count of word w in the query q and n the number of terms
in the query.
In order to rank the documents in the collection, the probability of a doc-
ument given a query, P (d|q), is estimated using the Bayes’ rule as presented
in Eq. 2.6.
P (d|q) = P (q|d) · P (d)
P (q)
rank
= logP (q|d) + logP (d) (2.6)
In practice P (q) is dropped for document ranking purposes. The prior
P (d) encodes a-priori information on documents and the query likelihood,
P (q|d) is estimated with Eq. 2.3 when using multiple Bernoulli or 2.5 when
considering a multinomial distribution. Usually, P (d) is assumed to be uni-
form, not affecting to the document ranking, although it also can be used
to capture query-independent evidences such as document lengths (Blanco
and Barreiro, 2008; Losada and Azzopardi, 2008; Parapar et al., 2009), page
linkage in web retrieval (Thijs Westerveld et al., 2002) or other document
features.
In every modelling alternative, an important topic is the probability as-
signed to the unseen query words in the documents. This problem generally
affects the performance of different language modelling approaches and is
tackled by the smoothing methods (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004) such as Jelinek-
Mercer, Dirichlet, Absolute Discount or Laplace Smoothing. The smoothing
process is the adjustment of the maximum likelihood estimator used in the
language model in order to produce more accurate estimations. In this thesis
we will mainly work with Dirichlet smoothing as it has been demonstrated
together with multinomial modelling as one of the best performing LM alter-
natives.
In the Bayesian smoothing method using Dirichlet Prior (a.k.a. Dirich-
let smoothing) (MacKay and Peto, 1994) the language model is a multi-
nomial distribution where the conjugate prior for Bayesian analysis is the
Dirichlet distribution with the following parameters: (µP (w1|C), µP (w2|C),
. . . , µP (w|V ||C)). Thus, the final estimation for the query likelihood using the
multinomial model and Dirichlet smoothing is obtained as in Eq. 2.7.
P (q|d) =
n∏
i=1
P (qi|d) =
n∏
i=1
tf(qi, d) + µ · P (qi|C)
|d|+ µ (2.7)
where n is the number of query terms, tf(qi, d) is the raw term frequency of
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qi in d, |d| is the document length expressed in number of terms, and µ is
a parameter for adjusting the amount of smoothing applied. P (qi|C) is the
probability of the term qi occurring in the collection C that is usually obtained
with the maximum likelihood estimator computed using the collection of doc-
uments.
2.3 Pseudo-Relevance Feedback
Traditionally, retrieval models only considered the user’s query as the input
against which compare the collection of documents to produce the results
ranking. This was a valid strategy in early stage search engines. In the past,
the systems were designed to search over library catalogues where the queries
were structured, very refined and the user tend to be an expert in the task.
Unfortunately, with the popularisation of the search engines the situation
changed dramatically. Nowadays, the most successful use of search engines
is considered to be the web searchers. In the case of web search, there is no
assumption on the expertise of the users neither with respect to the query’s
topic nor with the search process itself. Furthermore, the average length of
user’s queries in web search, although it increased lately, is still under three
words (Hitwise, 2011; Arampatzis and Kamps, 2008). This short nature of
the queries can produce a poor matching between of user’s query terms and
collections terms, resulting in low retrieval effectiveness.
For dealing with the issues explained above, the most successful attempts
were made by producing the expansion of the original query by different
means. Automatic Query Expansion (QE) has its roots in early works in the
sixties (Maron and Kuhns, 1960). Since then, several ways to approach the
expansion of the original query have been explored. We can classify the QE
approaches in: linguistic analysis methods, corpus-specific techniques, query-
specific techniques, methods exploiting the analysis of search logs or meth-
ods exploiting other external resources (Carpineto and Romano, 2012). All
of them share some common sub-sequential steps: data acquisition, data pre-
processing, candidate feature generation and ranking, feature selection, query
reformulation and second retrieval. Depending on how those steps are carried
out we will deal with one or other type of QE method.
Nevertheless, there are still some problems affecting QE which impede its
generalised use in some application domains. Initially, works on automatic
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QE tend to show improvements in recall but affecting the precision figures.
Although, later on the improvements were achieved for both precision and re-
call these improvements were in average across queries, in fact, some queries
were greatly improved but some other were negatively affected. This prob-
lem, which is commonly known as the robustness problem, is still nowadays
a known issue of QE methods. It motivated a lot of research in terms in for
which queries QE is appropriated (selective QE) and to what extent (adaptive
QE). Also, methods for better selection of the sources in the data acquisition
step have been explored.
A lot of factors affect to the effectiveness and robustness of the QE meth-
ods, and we will address in this thesis some of them in a particular a QE tech-
nique called Pseudo-Relevance Feedback. Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF)
is a blind and local method for QE where, without the existence of explicit re-
levance judgements, a certain set of documents are considered to be relevant
for the original query. This set of documents is called the Pseudo-Relevant
Set (RS). Using the RS information and the original query the PRF methods
compute an expanded version of the original query. So the data acquisition
step is based on recollection of the RS and the features involved are simply
the terms with highest importance in the RS. Both Relevance Feedback and
PRF reinforce the retrieval model original decision over relevance, the dif-
ference is that in Relevance Feedback there is an explicit assess by the user
over the relevance of the initial ranking documents, meanwhile in PRF that is
assumed.
Several different methods have been used for the PRF task. Rocchio’s
framework for relevance feedback (Rocchio, 1971) was one of the very early
successful methods presented in the context of the Vector Space Model. This
framework allowed different ways of computing the terms weight needed
for carrying out the feature selection step. Different weighting functions
were tested: the Binary Independence Model (Robertson and Sparck Jones,
1976), the Chi-square method (Doszkocs, 1978), the Robertson Selection
Value (Robertson, 1991), and finally the Kullback-Leibler distance method
by Carpineto et al. (2001) which turned out to be one of the best performing.
But in line with the main topic of this thesis we have to analyse in detail one
of the most successful PRF methods presented to the date in the LM frame-
work: the Relevance-Based Language Models (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001), to
them is devoted the next section.
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2.4 Relevance Models
Relevance-Based Language Models (Popularly, Relevance Models or RM for
short) (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001) are among the best-performing ranking
techniques in text retrieval. They were devised with the aim of explicitly
introducing the concept of relevance, intrinsic to the probabilistic model of
IR, in statistical Language Models. In fact, both LM and Probabilistic mod-
els have been directly connected by assuming in the Probabilistic framework
that P (d, q|R = r¯) = P (d|R = r¯)P (q|R = r¯) and P (d,R) = P (d)P (R)
(Lafferty and Zhai, 2002). Relevance Models achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in terms of effectiveness for the pseudo-relevance feedback task. RM
have been established as high-performance PRF approaches showing great
improvements over the results obtained with the initial ranking. Since this
approach was originally presented by Lavrenko and Croft (2001) it has been
used in combination with other methods such as the employment of query
variants (Collins-Thompson and Callan, 2007), cluster based retrieval (Lee
et al., 2008), passage retrieval (Li and Zhu, 2008) or sentence retrieval (Bal-
asubramanian et al., 2007).
The RM approach builds better query models using the information given
by the pseudo-relevant documents. A formal definition of relevance model
could be a mechanism that determines the probability P (w|R) of observing a
word w in the documents relevant to a particular information need (Lavrenko
and Croft, 2001). Given an accurate model of relevance R, if we want to
rank a set of documents to be presented to the user according to the Proba-
bility Ranking Principle (PRP)(Robertson, 1997) the best rank would be con-
structed by sorting the documents according to the posterior probability of
their belonging to the relevant class R. This is equivalent to rank the docu-
ments by the odds of being observed in the relevant class: P (d|R)/P (d|R¯).
Under the word independence assumption the rank can be computed as:
P (d|R)
P (d|R¯) ∼
∏
w∈d
P (w|R)
P (w|R¯) (2.8)
Only one question remains to be answered, how to learn the relevance model
R. This is equivalent to answer the following question: given an unknown
process R from which we have sampled every query word q1 . . . qn after n (the
query length) times, what is the probability that the next word we sample will
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be w?.
P (w|R) ≈ P (w|q1 . . . qn) = P (w, q1 . . . qn)
P (q1 . . . qn)
(2.9)
The objective now is to estimate the joint probability of observing the word
w and the query terms together (the numerator of Eq. 2.9). The denominator
of Eq.2.9 can be computed as P (q1 . . . qn) =
∑
w P (w, q1 . . . qn).
Two estimations were originally presented (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001).
RM1 assumes that the words in the relevant documents and the query words
are sampled identically and independently from the relevance model (i.i.d.
sampling). The steps of the derivation can be observed in the original paper
and the result is an estimation where the query likelihood for every document
is used as the weight for the document and the probability of a word is av-
eraged over every document language model. In contrast, RM2 assumes that
the query words are independent of each other, but they are dependent of the
words of the relevant documents (conditional sampling). The result is that
relevant documents containing query words can be used for computing the
association of their words with the query terms. A quite detailed explanation
of the RM for PRF is given in the Chapter 7 of the book Croft et al. (2009).
In RM the original query is considered a very short sample of words ob-
tained from the relevance model (R). If more words from R are desired
then it is reasonable to choose those words with highest estimated probability
when considering the words for the distribution already seen. So the terms in
the lexicon of the collection are sorted according to that estimated probability,
which after doing the assumptions using the RM1 method, is estimated as in
Eq. 2.10.
P (w|R) ∝
∑
d∈C
P (d) · P (w|d) ·
n∏
i=1
P (qi|d) (2.10)
Usually P (d) is assumed to be uniform.
∏n
i=1 P (qi|d) is the query like-
lihood given the document model, which is traditionally computed using
Dirichlet smoothing (see Eq. 2.7). Then for assigning a probability to the
terms in the relevance model we have to estimate P (w|d); in order to do so it
is also common to use Dirichlet smoothing. The final retrieval is obtained by
four steps:
1. Initially the documents in the collection C are ranked using their query
likelihood. This query likelihood is usually estimated with some kind of
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smoothing, commonly Dirichlet smoothing as in Eq. 2.7.
2. A certain top r documents from the initial retrieval are taken for the
estimation instead of the whole collection C, let us call this pseudo-
relevance set RS.
3. The relevance model probabilities P (w|R) are calculated using the esti-
mate presented in Eq. 2.10, with RS instead of C.
4. To build the expanded query the e terms with highest estimated P (w|R)
are selected. The expanded query is used to produce a second document
ranking using negative cross entropy as in Eq. 2.11. In this second
retrieval Dirichlet smoothing is commonly used.
e∑
i=1
P (wi|R) · logP (wi|d) (2.11)
RM3 (Abdul-jaleel et al., 2004) is a later extension of RM that performs
better than RM1 in terms of effectiveness. RM3 interpolates the terms se-
lected by RM1 with the original query as in Eq. 2.12 instead of using them
directly. The final query is used in the same way as in RM1 to produce a
second ranking using negative cross entropy.
P (w|q′) = (1− λ) · P (w|q) + λ · P (w|R) (2.12)
As it has been demonstrated (Lv and Zhai, 2009a) as the best performing
estimation of RM to the date, we will centre the work in this thesis on RM3.
Although for some task we will also considered other estimations and other
PRF methods for comparison, we firmly believe that RM3 is a very effective
and quite robust starting point.

Chapter 3
Promoting Divergence in
Relevance Models
In this chapter we present an alternative estimation of RM promoting terms
that being present in the pseudo-relevant set are also distant from the lan-
guage model of the collection. We compared this approach with the RM3
estimation and with an adaptation to the Language Modelling framework of
the Rocchio’s KLD-based term ranking function. The evaluation showed that
this alternative estimation of RM reports consistently better results than RM3,
showing in average to be the most stable across collections in terms of robust-
ness.
3.1 Introduction and Motivation
As previously commented, QE approaches can be classified between global
techniques which produce a query rewriting without considering the origi-
nal rank produced by the query, and local techniques in which the expanded
query is generated using the information of the initial retrieval list. In the
later set, the PRF methods are framed. In Salton (1971) the initial efforts on
exploiting the local information to improve the query formulation were pre-
sented. When Rocchio’s framework for relevance feedback Rocchio (1971)
was suggested, different term ranking functions were proposed. It was in this
framework, designed to work under the umbrella of the Vector Space Model,
where the idea of the divergence was initially introduced in the relevance
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feedback task. Carpineto et al. (2001) presented a term ranking function
which is based on computing Kullback Leibler divergence between the collec-
tion and RS distributions.
On the other hand, Relevance Models (RM) (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001),
have been established as a high-performance PRF approach showing great im-
provements over the results obtained with the initial ranking. But, despite the
success of RM, it was only recently when the researchers tackled the necessity
of comparing different estimations for the RM. Lv and Zhai (2009a) compared
five methods to estimate the query language models: RM3 and RM4 (Abdul-
jaleel et al., 2004); a divergence minimization model (DMM) and a simple
mixture model (SMM) (Zhai and Lafferty, 2001); and a regularized mixture
model (RMM) (Tao and Zhai, 2006). The main finding of Lv and Zhai was
that, in general, RM3 is the best and most stable method among the others. As
commented before, RM3 and RM4 Abdul-jaleel et al. (2004) are extensions of
the originally formulated RM1 and RM2 approximations, respectively. These
extensions linearly interpolate the original query with the terms selected for
expansion using RM1 or RM2.
As the introduction of the divergence in the Rocchio’s framework resulted
in important improvements in effectiveness (Carpineto et al., 2001) we wanted
to test how the use of divergence could be incorporate in the LM framework
and particularly in the RM framework. For that reason, in this chapter we will
devise a new RM estimation which incorporates the idea of divergence taken
from other relevance feedback frameworks (Parapar and Barreiro, 2011b).
So, the contributions of this chapter are two techniques that promote diver-
gent terms comparing them with the traditional RM3 estimation. First we
adapt the discriminational model to score candidate expansion terms in the
Rocchio’s framework based on the Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD) to work
under the LM framework, improving also the performance of the original me-
thod by interpolating the selected expansion terms with the original query as
in RM3. In our second contribution we present a new RM estimation that
promotes divergent terms for expansion, i.e., terms that are far from the col-
lection language model. We adopted the evaluation methodology from Lv and
Zhai (2009a) and the results showed that the new estimated relevance model
performs better than RM3 and that its behaviour, in terms of robustness across
collections, is more stable than the other methods.
The rest of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 presents some back-
ground to the methods. Section 3.3 explains the proposed methods for PRF
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with promotion of divergence. In Section 3.4 the evaluation and its results
are reported. Section 3.5 describes the related work and, finally, conclusions
are reported in Section 3.6.
3.2 Background
In this section we will introduce some theoretical basis for this chapter not
reviewed in the general background chapter.
3.2.1 Kullback Leibler Divergence for Pseudo Relevance
Feedback
Rocchio (1971) introduced the first experiments in query modification com-
bining query expansion with term reweighting. Rocchio’s framework was pre-
sented over the Vector Space Model (VSM) (Salton et al., 1975; Salton, 1989).
In this framework the expanded query (q′) is obtained as:
q′ = q +
1
r
r∑
i=1
Ri − 1
nr
nr∑
i=1
Si (3.1)
where r is the number of relevant documents, nr is the number of non-
relevant documents, Ri is the vector representation of the ith relevant doc-
ument and Si is the vector representation of the ith non-relevant document.
Thus, the original idea was to combine the vectors of the original query
with an average of the vectors of the relevant documents and subtracting the
average vector of the non-relevant documents. Although initial results where
positive they were soon surpassed by other works (Ide, 1971) incorporating
other ideas such as the normalization for the number of relevant and non-
relevant documents, the use of only relevant documents (positive relevance
feedback), and limiting the number of terms which are going to be present in
the expanded query.
Furthermore, when using Rocchio’s framework for blind relevance feed-
back, instead of being used as is, some improvements were applied. First,
assumption of relevance over a certain top of documents from the initial re-
trieval is done. Then a score is assigned to each term in the top retrieved
documents, score which is computed with a weighting function computed
over the whole collection. Although this was a quite direct application it has
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an important weakness: the terms are weighted with respect to their useful-
ness in the whole collection rather than their importance with respect to the
query.
With the intention of solving this weakness, studies which compare the dif-
ferences in the term distribution over the pseudo-relevant set and the whole
collection were carried out. Particularly, Carpineto et al. (2001) presented
a method for term scoring in the context of Rocchio’s framework for PRF.
The authors tried to maximize the divergence between the probability dis-
tributions of the terms estimated in the pseudo-relevant set (pRS) and the
distribution estimated over the whole collection (pC). In order to do so they
used the Kullback Leibler Divergence (KLD) calculated as in Eq. 3.2.
KLD(pRS , pC) =
∑
w∈V
pRS(w) · log pRS(w)
pC(w)
(3.2)
This use of KLD captures the relative entropy between the collection and
the RS distributions. To build the expanded query they selected the terms
which most contribute to the divergence of both distributions (higher KLD
score). In that work they compared the KLD term ranking function with Roc-
chio’s weights, Robertson’s Selection Value (Robertson, 1991), Chi-squared
and Doszkoc’s variant of Chi-squared (Doszkocs, 1978). The results showed
that the presented KLD term scoring function performed the best.
This work inspired us in two ways: first we wanted to adapt this KLD scor-
ing method to work under the LM framework, which is known to perform
much better than the traditional VSM. Second we wanted to explore the in-
corporation the divergence from the collection idea into the RM framework.
These work lines are reported in the next section.
3.3 Promoting the Divergence in Pseudo Relevan-
ce Feedback in the Language Modelling Fra-
mework
In this section we describe two approaches presented under the Language
Modelling framework to promote divergence in the PRF context.
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3.3.1 Kullback Leibler Divergence Based Query Expansion
in the Language Modelling Framework
Unfortunately, although the KLD method outperformed the other term rank-
ing methods in the Rocchio’s framework, it was not compared with RM. This
was mainly motivated because they were published at the same time. One of
the objectives of this thesis is to devise new RM estimations which take into
account the divergence idea. In order to establish a fair comparison with the
state of the art we considered a priority to migrate the KLD idea to a bet-
ter performing framework such as LM. With this adaptation we could fairly
compare RM3, the KLD based approach and our new estimation.
The adaptation of the KLD to the LM framework was quite direct, the KLD
scoring function was computed as in Eq. 3.3
kldscore(w) = pRS(w) · log pRS(w)
pC(w)
≈
≈ tf(w,RS)∑
v∈V (RS) tf(v,RS)
· log tf(w,RS) ·
∑
v∈V tf(v, C)∑
v∈V (RS) tf(v,RS) · tf(w, C)
(3.3)
where tf(w,RS) is the raw term frequency of w in the pseudo-relevant set,
V (RS) is the lexicon of the pseudo-relevant set RS, V is the lexicon of the
collection and tf(w, C) is the raw term frequency of w in the whole collection.
One of the key success factors of this PRF approach was to select only
a certain number of terms (e) for expansion. The terms selected are those
with the highest scores assigned by the weighting function. Working under
the LM framework, it is desirable that those weights could be considered as
probability values. To obtain a probability value for each of those e terms
selected for expansion we decided to re-normalize the scores obtained with
Eq. 3.3 as in Eq. 3.4.
KLD(w) =
kldscore(w)∑e
i=1 kldscore(wi)
(3.4)
In RM3 it was demonstrated that the interpolation of the original query
and the expanded query produces a more effective second retrieval than when
using the expansion terms in isolation. So we incorporated this idea in the
KLD-based model interpolating the e terms selected as result of the KLD scor-
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ing formula with the original query. Therefore, the second retrieval is pro-
cessed with an interpolated query as presented in Eq. in 3.5:
P (w|q′) = (1− λ) · P (w|q) + λ ·KLD(w) (3.5)
3.3.2 Relevance Models with Promotion of Divergent Terms
The KLD-based introduction of divergence in the Language Modelling frame-
work presented above was made as a plug-in in the Language Modelling
framework. According to the analysis presented in Lv and Zhai (2009a), the
advantage in terms of stability of RM3 was attributable to the use of the query
likelihood scores in the estimation made by RM1, which is not present in the
KLD approach. Thus, to take advantage of this, we present a new RM estima-
tion that promotes divergent terms maintaining the benefits from the original
RM estimations, i.e., the use of the query likelihood scores. This new esti-
mation arises naturally when the objective is to select expansion terms that,
having high estimated probability in the RS, diverge from the collection dis-
tribution, i. e. they are more discriminative terms.
Based on the original RM1 estimation presented in Eq. 2.10, the most
straightforward way of introducing such idea is by replacing the P (w|d) by
P (w|d)−P (w|C). In this way, those terms whose density is higher in RS than
in the collection are promoted, meanwhile those with low density in the RS
are demoted.
Another important point in order to reinforce the promotion of divergent
terms is how P (w|d) is smoothed. Usually in RM this is done using Dirichlet
smoothing choosing as background distribution the collection distribution. In
the presented method, we decided to apply the smoothing but instead of us-
ing the collection distribution as background distribution we chose to use the
distribution in the relevance set. Therefore, the objective is to get for expan-
sion the best terms that describe the documents taking into account both the
RS and the divergence from the collection distribution. The computation was
performed as in Eq. 3.6.
P (w|d)− P (w|C) ∝
tf(w, d) + µ·tf(w,RS)∑
v∈V (RS) tf(v,RS)
|d|+ µ −
tf(w, C)
|C|w (3.6)
where |C|w is the number of tokens in the collection.
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Note that P (w|d) − P (w|C) could provide negative scores for those terms
with less estimated probability in the documents of the relevant set than in
the whole collection. In order to avoid this, a re-normalization of such sub-
traction is done, let us call the re-normalized term PC−(w|d). With these
considerations the final estimation is computed as in Eq. 3.7.
P (w|R) ∝
∑
d∈RS
P (d) · PC−(w|d) ·
n∏
i=1
P (qi|d) (3.7)
After this, the second retrieval was performed as in RM3 (interpolating
with the original query) as indicated in Section 2.4.
Another way of introducing the divergence idea would be the use of a doc-
ument prior to promote documents that are far away from the collections’ dis-
tribution, acting at document level rather than at term level. Nevertheless, no
improvements were achieved with our experiments applying that approach.
Now we have to remark an important point that, to the best of our knowl-
edge, was never discussed properly in the context of RM: the different roles of
the smoothing parameters in the distinct steps of the process. In RM3 smooth-
ing is applied up to four times (see Section 2.4), and Dirichlet is commonly
used in every occasion, so we can distinguish:
1. µ1, the smoothing parameter in the initial retrieval (Eq. 2.7, step 1).
2. µ2, the smoothing parameter in P (w|d) (Eq. 2.10, step 3).
3. µ3, the smoothing parameter in
∏n
i=1 P (qi|d) (Eq. 2.10, step 3).
4. µ4, the smoothing parameter in the second retrieval (Eq. 2.11, step 4).
Usually in the literature all the four parameters are considered to be only
one and the parameter is even not trained taking default values as for exam-
ple in Lv and Zhai (2009a) (µ = 1000). Although this may produce good
values, being a very good property of the method, the roles of the different µ
parameters are quite different. Meanwhile µ1 and µ3 parameters are clearly
affecting the same query likelihood and should be kept equal, for the other
two parameters this is not so clear. The parameters µ1 and µ4 control the
smoothing in the document language model when calculating the query like-
lihood in order to produce a ranking, but the nature of the queries of both
retrieval processes is quite different: shorter queries against longer queries.
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Nevertheless it is demonstrated in Zhai and Lafferty (2004) that the optimal
µ values in both scenarios are quite similar, so we can fix µ1 = µ3 = µ4.
On the contrary, the smoothing parameter µ2 is used to control the smooth-
ing when estimating the probability of the terms under the relevance model
in order to select them to do the expansion. Although it is still the language
model of a document, here the document is not involved in the computation
of a query likelihood, therefore, it can be considered a different parameter.
For this reason, it does not seem reasonable a-priori to fix the same values for
the µ parameters used for retrieval as for the µ parameter used in the esti-
mation of P (w|d). This intuition was confirmed later in the experimentation,
being the trained values quite different for both smoothing parameters. In
fact, the optimal values trained in the evaluation process of both parameters
in RM3 never matched.
3.4 Experiments and Results
In this section we describe the evaluation methodology, including collection
and metric election, and we carefully analyse the results comparing the be-
haviour of our proposals with respect to the baselines. We will reuse the most
part of these experimental conditions in the remaining of the thesis.
3.4.1 Collections
Table 3.1: Collections and topics for training and test used in the document
retrieval evaluation
Col. # of Docs Topics
Training Test
AP88-89 164,597 51-100 151-200
WT2G 247,491 401-450 –
TREC-678 528,155 301-350 351-400
WT10G 1,692,096 451-500 501-550
To evaluate the different approaches we chose the same collections used
in previous works about RM estimations (Lv and Zhai, 2009a): a subset of
the Associated Press collection corresponding to the 1988 and 1989 years
(AP88-89), the Small Web Collection WT2G and the disk 4 and 5 from TREC
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(TREC-678). Additionally, we decide to use the WT10G collection, which was
not used in Lv and Zhai (2009a), to report test values in a web collection.
In AP88-89, TREC-678 and WT10G we used training and test evaluation: we
performed training for Mean Average Precision in a set of topics and testing
over another set. For WT2G we report well-tuned values over the trained
topics, as it was done in Lv and Zhai (2009a). Short queries (title only) were
used because they are the most suitable to be expanded. All the collections
were preprocessed with standard stop-word removal and Porter stemmer, as
it has been demonstrated the best performing scenario for this task (Lv and
Zhai, 2009a). In Table 3.1 the evaluation settings are summarized.
3.4.2 Compared Methods
We compared four methods:
• LM: the baseline Language Modelling retrieval model with Dirichlet
smoothing as in Eq. 2.7
• RM3: the standard formulation of RM3, as explained in Section 2.4.
• KLD3: the KLD based PRF method adapted to the LM framework as
detailed in Section 3.3.1.
• RM3DT: the proposed formulation of RM with estimations promoting
divergent terms as described in Section 3.3.2.
3.4.3 Training and Evaluation
The two basic metrics in IR evaluation are precision and recall. The preci-
sion Pr of a ranking produced by a retrieval method at some cut-off point r
is the fraction of the top r documents that are relevant to the query. On the
other side, the recall Rr of a method at a value r is the proportion of the
total number of known relevant documents retrieved at that point. Average
Precision (AP) was designed to provide a fair comparison across multiple pre-
cision levels and is considered as a standard evaluation metric in IR. AP is
defined as the arithmetic mean of the precision at all the levels where a rele-
vant document occurs. When averaging AP across a set of topics the resulting
evaluation metric is what it is called Mean Average Precision (MAP). In order
to follow with the traditional evaluation procedure for this task and report
effectiveness results for MAP.
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As discussed before, we performed a training and test strategy, more pre-
cisely we performed training for MAP and test for AP88-89, TREC-678 and
WT10G meanwhile well-tuned values are reported for WT2G as in Lv and
Zhai (2009a).
The parameters tuned were: the smoothing parameter of the initial re-
trieval µ1 (µ1 ∈ {10, 100, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000}), which trained
value was also used for µ3 and µ4 and which was tuned for LM, KLD3,
RM3 and RM3DT. The number of documents in the pseudo-relevant set r =
|RS| (r ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100}) was tuned for KLD3, RM3 and RM3DT.
The number of terms selected for expansion e (e ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100})
was tuned for KLD3, RM3 and RM3DT. The interpolation weight λ (λ ∈
{0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1}) was tuned for KLD3, RM3, RM3DT.
The smoothing parameter µ2 (µ2 ∈ {10, 100, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000})
was tuned for RM3 and RM3DT.
Finally, test values are reported for MAP and Robustness Index (RI) over
the initial retrieval (LM). One of the aims of this thesis is to devise more
robust estimations of Relevance Models. In order to assess the robustness of
the methods we decided to use this RI measure specially designed to evaluate
the behaviour of PRF methods. The Robustness Index (−1 ≤ RI(Q) ≤ 1),
also called Reliability of Improvement Index, of a model with respect to a
baseline was formulated in Sakai et al. (2005) as in Eq. 3.8:
RI(Q) =
n+ − n−
|Q| (3.8)
where Q is the set of queries over the RI has to be calculated, n+ is the
number of improved queries, n− the number of degraded queries and |Q| the
total number of queries in Q.
For statistically analyse the differences between methods’ effectiveness we
used Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (Wackerly et al., 2008). The null hypothesis
of the Wilcoxon signed rank is that two methods share the same distribution.
The Wilcoxon test statistic takes the paired score differences and ranks them
in ascending order by the absolute value. The sign of each difference is given
to its rank as a label (negative or positive). For a two-sided test, the minimum
of the sums of the two sets of ranks is the test statistic. With the statistic value
a table can be consulted to determine the p−value. When the size of the sam-
ple is greater than 25 the table can be skipped and a normal approximation
to the distribution exists.
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Table 3.2: Values for Mean Average Precision (MAP) on the test topics. Sta-
tistical significant improvements (Wilcoxon p < 0.1, and Wilcoxon p < 0.05
underlined) with respect to LM, RM3, KLD3, and RM3DT are superscripted
with l, r, k, and d respectively. Best values are bolded.
MAP
Col. LM RM3 KLD3 RM3DT
AP88-89 .2775 .3606l (+30%) .3667l (+32%) .3625l (+31%)
WT2G .3115 .3445lk (+10%) .3352l (+07%) .3467lk (+11%)
TREC-678 .1915 .2295l (+20%) .2293l (+20%) .2412lrk(+26%)
WT10G .2182 .2468l (+13%) .2238 (+02%) .2478lrk(+13%)
Table 3.3: Values for Robustness Index (RI) with respect to the LM baseline
model for every collection. Best values are bolded.
RI
Col. RM3 KLD3 RM3DT
AP88-89 .38 .56 .56
WT2G .44 .38 .40
TREC-678 .04 .47 .21
WT10G .28 -.04 .36
3.4.4 Results
Analysing the MAP values for the test topics (see Table 3.2) it has to be noted
that the three PRF methods always outperform the baseline LM as expected.
The adaptation of the KLD method to the LM framework using query inter-
polation performs quite well, obtaining improvements up to the 32% in the
AP88-89; this is a very interesting point considering that KLD3 has fewer pa-
rameters to tune. Nevertheless the other PRF methods achieve statistically
significant improvements over the KLD3 in four occasions.
The RM3 method performs also quite well in terms of effectiveness with
great improvements over the baseline as expected, as it is the state-of-the art
in PRF. RM3 performs better than KLD3 in three collections, achieving in one
case statistically significance. In the AP88-89 collection the differences across
the three PRF methods are negligible, not being ever statistically significant.
The proposed RM3DT estimation achieves statistically significant improve-
ments over the KLD3 method in three occasions and over the RM3 in two,
being always better than the later in terms of MAP. Another important point
to analyse is the robustness of the methods, and how this is maintained across
collections. Considering the values presented in Table 3.3 we can conclude
that the RI numbers of the KLD3 method are quite acceptable and similar
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across collections, except in the WT10G collection. RM3 values are still ac-
ceptable (always bigger than zero) but are considerable lower than the other
methods in the AP88-89 and TREC-678 collections. Contrarily RM3 performs
slightly better than the other methods in the WT2G collection. This fact may
be explained because the values on the WT2G collection are well-tuned, sug-
gesting that a good parameter setting affects more to the robustness of the
RM3 method than to the other ones. Comparing both RM methods RM3DT
seems to be more stable in terms of RI across collections.
The differences in robustness between RM3 and RM3DT can be analysed
observing the queries penalized by RM3 and improved by RM3DT. Let us
take as example the query Parkinson’s disease, for this query LM obtained
an average precision of 0.3231, RM3 damaged the query to 0.2927, while
RM3DT improved it to 0.5083. Observing the top 25 expansion terms selected
in both approaches we can view that many good terms are selected by both
methods (for example patient, brain or alzheimer) but the RM3 method
introduces terms that are so common that, although being very present in the
RS, they introduce a lot of noise in the retrieval such as page, can, year,
will, new, say, may or home, meanwhile those terms are not present in
the top 25 RM3DT expansion terms because they were penalized for being so
common in the collection.
3.5 Related Work
Zhai and Lafferty (2001) explored the divergence idea proposing a Diver-
gence Minimization Model (DMM). The DMM approach tries to minimize
the divergence between the query model and the model of the feedback
documents. The DMM objective is to build a feedback model that is close
to every pseudo-relevant document language model and far away from the
collection language model, which is assumed as the non-relevance model.
This was stated as an optimization problem. The DMM approach was al-
ready compared in Lv and Zhai (2009a) with Relevance Models showing that
DMM performs worse than RM3. Li (2008) proposed a new robust relevance
model which combines three different aspects: common word discounting,
non-uniform document priors and the modification of the traditional pseudo
feedback paradigm by considering the original query as a pseudo feedback
document rather than combining it with the expanded query. With the in-
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troduction of three additional parameters in the model, for adjusting these
new aspects in the estimation, evaluation showed some improvements over
RM3. Particularly the method seems to be more robust to the variation in the
number of feedback documents.
This thesis is framed under the Language Modelling framework but it is
necessary to say that the idea of using divergence to improve the retrieval
performance has been already deeply studied under other retrieval models,
to the point of existing whole models based on it. The Divergence From
the Randomness (DFR) model (Amati and Van Rijsbergen, 2002) is based
on a similar idea: the more the terms occurrences in the documents diverge
from their expected occurrences considering a random distribution the more
information carried by the terms. In the DFR model the QE process is done
based on a generalization of the Rocchio’s framework (He and Ounis, 2007).
Different weighting schemes, including the aforementioned KLD, were tested
being the Bose-Einstein Bo1 model the best in terms of effectiveness, which
also select those terms that diverge most from the randomness, using for those
estimations the collections’ statistics. In another paper (Ye et al., 2010) the
Rocchio’s classical feedback method was integrated in the DFR framework for
PRF.
In other IR tasks such as adaptive filtering this divergence idea has also
been used. Lv and Zhai (2009b) presented different discriminative features
for queries and documents to be used in a technique which learns for each
query the interpolation weight of the original query with the expansion terms.
Particularly the entropy of the feedback documents and the document clarity
are used. With the entropy of the feedback documents basically they capture
at term level how heterogeneous is the term distribution in the RS. With the
clarity of the feedback documents they try to “explain away” common terms
present in the RS.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented two different methods for PRF based on the
idea of promoting the divergent terms in the RS. KLD3 is an adaptation to the
LM framework of a KLD based method including the linear interpolation with
the original query. RM3DT is a new estimation for the RM that computes
the probability of a term given a feedback document by the subtracting to
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the terms’ probability in the document its probability in the collection and
applying the smoothing over the RS.
Also, it was analysed the role of the different smoothing parameters in-
volved in the RM methods, showing the different roles that those smoothing
parameters play. We compared the new methods with the LM baseline and
the RM3 estimation. Particularly the RM3DT performed, for MAP, better than
RM3 in every collection, showing, as the KLD3 method, a very good stability
across collections in terms of robustness.
Chapter 4
Cluster Based Retrieval and
Relevance Models
In the last years, cluster based retrieval has been demonstrated as an effective
tool for both interactive retrieval and pseudo-relevance feedback techniques.
In this chapter we propose a new cluster based retrieval function which uses
the best and worst clusters of a document in the cluster ranking, to improve
the pseudo-relevant set. In this way we approach one vital point for RM and in
general for every PRF method which is the RS construction. The evaluation
shows improvements in some standard TREC collections over classical non
cluster-aided RM and other cluster-based baseline in both effectiveness and
robustness.
4.1 Introduction and Motivation
Several strategies were studied in the history of the Information Retrieval in
order to improve the retrieval models effectiveness. One technique that has
been demonstrated successful is relevance feedback as previously analysed in
this thesis. On the other hand, clustering has been considered as a useful tool
in the retrieval process since the formulation of the cluster hypothesis in 1979
(Van Rijsbergen, 1979). This hypothesis states that very related documents
tend to be relevant to the same query. Since then, clustering has been used in
IR for tasks such as distributed retrieval (Xu and Croft, 1999), results presen-
tation (Zamir and Etzioni, 1998), document browsing (Cutting et al., 1992),
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novelty detection (Fernandez et al., 2010), etc. Indeed, several experiments
(Hearst and Pedersen, 1996; Tombros et al., 2002) have demonstrated that
clustering algorithms working at pseudo feedback time can obtain clusters
with a high percentage of relevant documents, still the automatic identifica-
tion of these clusters between the whole set of them is still a challenge.
Although initial experiments using query specific clustering (Liu and Croft,
2004) in order to improve the retrieval effectiveness were not conclusive,
after improving the cluster representation (Liu and Croft, 2008) and with
the use of clustering algorithms that support overlapping (Kurland and Lee,
2004), finally the quality of the initial ranking was significantly improved with
cluster based re-ranking (Liu and Croft, 2008; Kurland, 2009).
It was only recently when a cluster based retrieval approach was used to
improve the quality of the pseudo-relevant set, for further use in query ex-
pansion methods (Lee et al., 2008). This approach takes advantage of the
better initial ranking produced by the cluster based retrieval to select a bet-
ter pseudo-relevant set, improving in this way the effectiveness, sometimes
significantly. But, although this kind of methods tend to improve the effec-
tiveness in average, one known problem of them is the lack of robustness, i.e.,
still a significant amount of queries are negatively affected by them. One of
the main factors of this behaviour is the presence of non-relevant documents
in the feedback set.
In this chapter we aim to accomplish one of the thesis objectives which is
to produce more robust RM methods. With this objective, we present a new
cluster based retrieval method that exploits bad clusters in order to reduce
the amount of non-relevant documents in the feedback set. We consider not
just if a document is present inside a “good” cluster to update its score, but
also the presence of the document in “bad” (low relevance score) clusters. As
far as we know the information referring bad clusters has not been exploited
yet in the context of pseudo-relevance feedback.
We tested our approach in several TREC Collections and compared with
the Language Modelling retrieval approach (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004), tradi-
tional RM3 formulation (Abdul-jaleel et al., 2004) and with the Resampling
method presented by Lee et al. (2008). The evaluation shows that the results
in terms of MAP are better than the Resampling approach; furthermore, our
method consistently improves the robustness values in all the collections.
The rest of the chapter is presented as follows. Section 4.2 presents our
proposal explaining the different steps of the model. Section 4.3 explains the
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evaluation methodology and comments the results. In Section 4.4 we describe
the related work and finally conclusions are reported in Section 4.5.
4.2 Cluster Based Relevance Modelling
In order to get a better pseudo-relevant set we formulated a new cluster based
re-ranking function. Every re-ranking approach has a set of common-steps:
obtaining of the initial retrieval, selection of the set of documents to re-rank,
the re-ranking process itself and, optionally, further processing based on the
re-ranked results.
For the initial retrieval and aligned with the topic of this thesis we chose
the high performance LM framework. More precisely, we performed the ini-
tial retrieval assuming a multinomial model with Dirichlet smoothing (see Eq.
2.7). The second step is to fix the top of documents subject to be re-ranked
(dinit). We will refer to the size of this top hereinafter as the parameter N .
The next phase in a cluster based technique is to perform the document clus-
tering. For our proposal, we chose a clustering algorithm with overlapping.
Once the top documents are clustered, we calculate the cluster query likeli-
hood for every resulting cluster. Finally, the clusters query likelihoods and the
documents query likelihoods are combined by our proposed retrieval formula
and the documents are reranked according to the new scores. And lastly, the
top documents of the new ranking are used as PRS to feed a query expansion
process based on RM.
For the discussion of how to perform the initial retrieval we refer to the
reader to Chapter 2. Next, we will address those issues of our proposal not
commented before, namely: the clustering algorithm, the estimation of the
cluster query-likelihood, the re-ranking process and the application of RM.
4.2.1 Clustering Algorithm
Once that the initial ranking is obtained, clustering is performed over the top
N documents. The use of clustering algorithms with overlapping has already
been demonstrated successful (Kurland and Lee, 2004) in cluster based re-
trieval. Indeed, initial approaches to query specific clustering (Liu and Croft,
2004) were not conclusive and it was only after incorporating clustering al-
gorithms with overlapping (Liu and Croft, 2008) when the results were im-
proved. As we explained before, one of the main points of our method is
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to use the information provided by bad clusters to avoid non-relevant doc-
uments in the pseudo-relevant set. In order to do this we used a clustering
algorithm that supports overlapping, i.e. one document can belong to one or
more clusters.
The straightforward selection based in previous works could be using a k-
nearest neighbours (k-NN) algorithm, but the k-NN forces each document to
have exactly k neighbours. This aspect is not desired in our approach because
we will exploit that a document belongs to a low scored cluster. If we had
used k-NN, a non-relevant document with low query likelihood and no close
neighbours could attract other documents that, although they are not close to
that document, they are the closest ones.
So we decided to cluster the documents in base to a given threshold t,
grouping for each document those neighbours that are more similar than t.
Let’s call this way of grouping thr-NN. Given a document di, its neighbour-
hood is the set of documents dj such that sim(di, dj) ≥ t. The purpose of this
algorithm is that non-relevant documents could be isolated in singletons (Lu
et al., 1996).
Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (tf · idf) was used as doc-
ument representation in the clustering algorithm. tf · idf measures the im-
portance of a term to describe a document not only based on the number of
times that it appears in the document, but also to the number of documents
in which it appears. A term which appears very rarely in the collection should
be given more weight for describing a document, as it is very specific. So the
weight of the term wi in the document dj was computed as in Eq. 4.1:
weight(wi, dj) = tf(wi, dj) · log |C|
df(wi)
(4.1)
where tf(wi, dj) is the raw term frequency of the term wi in the document
dj , |C| is the number of documents in the collection and df(wi) the document
frequency of the term wi.
For the similarity measure between documents (sim(di, dk)) we choose
traditional cosine distance as in Eq. 4.2
sim(di, dj) =
∑|V |
k=1(weight(wk, di) · weight(wk, dj))√∑|V |
k=1 weight(wk, di)
2
√∑|V |
k=1 weight(wk, dj)
2
(4.2)
where |V | is the size of the lexicon of the collection, i.e., the number of dif-
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ferent terms in the collection.
4.2.2 Cluster Query Likelihood
In order to exploit the cluster information in our retrieval approach we need a
way of estimating the cluster query likelihood. In the origin, the first approa-
ches to cluster retrieval considered the clusters as meta-documents, i.e. one
cluster is represented as the concatenation of the documents that belong to it
(Kurland and Lee, 2004; Liu and Croft, 2004; Lee et al., 2008), or the centroid
of the cluster (Voorhees, 1985). But these representations suffer from several
problems because of the document and cluster sizes. As demonstrated in Liu
and Croft (2008), the geometric mean is a better cluster representation in or-
der to calculate the cluster query likelihood, so it was chosen in our approach.
The cluster query likelihood based on the geometric mean representation was
calculated combining equations 4.3 and 4.4.
P (q|C) =
n∏
i=1
P (qi|C) (4.3)
P (w|C) =
|C|∏
i=1
P (w|di)
1
|C|
(4.4)
where n is the number of query terms, |C| is the number of documents in the
cluster C, and P (w|di) was computed using a Dirichlet estimate. So finally
the cluster query likelihood applying logarithmic identities can be calculated
as in Eq. 4.5
P (q|C) rank=
n∏
i=1
e
∑|C|
i=1
log P (w|di)
|C| (4.5)
4.2.3 Cluster Based Reranking
Previous approaches to cluster based re-ranking only used the presence of
a document in a good cluster as indicator of its relevance. As previous ex-
plained these approaches when used to construct pseudo-relevant sets for
further processing with query expansion, suffer from the problem that even
the good clusters are not one hundred per cent composed of relevant doc-
uments. The inclusion of non-relevant documents in the relevance set can
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produce a poor performance of the query expansion process resulting in ef-
fectiveness degradation for that query.
The final objective of our approach is to reduce the number of non-relevant
documents in the pseudo-relevant set. To achieve that point we decided to use
the information given by the bad clusters. Our hypothesis is that given two
documents d1 and d2, and being C1max, C1min, C2max and C2min the clusters
with best and worst query likelihood to which d1 and d2 respectively belong
to, if P (q|C1max) = P (q|C2max) and P (q|d1) = P (q|d2) then if P (q|C1min) >
P (q|C2min) should indicate that d1 is likely to be more relevant than d2. In
other words if a document belongs to low clusters in the cluster ranking, it
should be a pseudo negative indicator about its relevance.
So in order to produce a document ranking we decided to combine the
document query likelihood, with the pseudo positive information in terms
of best cluster, and the negative in terms of the worst cluster to which the
document belongs. The query likelihood combination is presented in Eq. 4.6.
P ′(q|d) = P (q|d)×max
d∈Ci
P (q|Ci)× min
d∈Ci
P (q|Ci) (4.6)
where P (q|d) was estimated as in Eq. 2.7 and P (q|Ci) was estimated as in
Eq. 4.5. This estimation alleviates to some point the problem of previous
approaches that leave the cluster reranking as is, trusting in the relevance of
every document inside of high ranked clusters.
Ideally removing all the non-relevant documents from the relevant set
would have a great impact in order to get better expanded queries and, as a
consequence, to improve the final retrieval effectiveness. Even although some
relevant documents could be penalised because they group with other ones
which appear low in the ranking, this effect will be extensively compensated
by the benefit of removing the non-relevant documents from the relevance
set.
Once that we compute the cluster-based reranking of the top N docu-
ments in the initial retrieval, we can use this altered ranking to feed tradi-
tional pseudo-relevance feedback methods. In this case, we will test RM3 (as
explained in Chapter 2) in consonance with the objective of this thesis.
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4.3 Experiments and Results
The evaluation of our approach was performed over four TREC collections
comparing with a baseline retrieval model, a baseline feedback model and a
baseline cluster based feedback model.
4.3.1 Settings and Methodology
Referring to the collections and training and test query-sets, we followed the
same experimental settings as in Chapter 3. For evaluation datasets we choose
a subset of the Associated Press collection corresponding to the 1988 and
1989 years (AP88-89), the Small Web Collection WT2G, the disk 4 and 5
from TREC (TREC-678) and the WT10G collection. In AP88-89, TREC-678
and WT10G we used training and test evaluation (see Table 3.1) meanwhile
for the WT2G well-tuned values are reported. Short queries (title only) were
used because they are the most suitable to be expanded. All the collections
were preprocessed with standard stop-word removal and Porter stemmer.
4.3.2 Compared Methods
We compared four methods:
• LM: the baseline Language Modelling retrieval model with Dirichlet
smoothing as in Eq. 2.7. This approach was also used by the other
methods for producing the initial retrieval.
• RM3: the standard formulation of RM3, as explained in Section 2.4.
This model was also used by the cluster based pseudo-relevance feed-
back methods in the PRF phase.
• Resampling: the cluster based resampling method presented by Lee
et al. (2008), which is the existing cluster based pseudo-relevance feed-
back baseline. A brief description of this method is presented in Section
4.4.
• CBRM3: the proposed cluster based pseudo feedback described in Sec-
tion 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Values for Mean Average Precision (MAP) on the test topics. Sta-
tistical significant improvements (Wilcoxon p < 0.1, and Wilcoxon p < 0.05
underlined) with respect to LM, RM3, Resampling, and CBRM3 are super-
scripted with l, r, s, and c respectively. Best values are bolded.
MAP
Col. LM RM3 Resampling CBRM3
AP88-89 .2775 .3408l (+22%) .3581l (+29%) .3626lr (+31%)
WT2G .3115 .3376l (+08%) .3285l (+05%) .3457ls (+12%)
TREC-678 .1915 .2194l (+15%) .2190l (+15%) .2220ls (+16%)
WT10G .2182 .2402l (+10%) .2316l (+06%) .2450ls (+12%)
4.3.3 Training and Evaluation
As commented we performed a training and test strategy for MAP. There are
several parameters to train. Namely, the smoothing parameter µ was tuned
for LM, RM3, Resampling and CBRM3 (µ ∈ {10, 100, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,
5000, 6000}). The parameters r = |RS|, the size of the pseudo-relevant set,
e, the number of expansion terms, and λ, the interpolation factor, for the
pseudo feedback based query expansion were trained in the RM3, Resampling
and CBRM3 methods (r ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100}, e ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100}
and λ ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} ). For both cluster-based
approaches, N , the size of the dinit, was set to 100. The Resampling method
needs, apart from µ, r, e and λ, the parameter k (which is the number of
nearest neighbours in the k-NN method) that was set to 5 according to the
settings described in Lee et al. (2008). Furthermore, and according to the
authors’ description, a similarity threshold for the k-NN clustering method
was set to 0.25, avoiding in this way that documents with less than that cosine
similarity score were grouped together. Four our method, CBRM3, t that was
set to 0.10.
We have to remark that the effectiveness values of the PRF methods can be
further improved by producing a separated training of the different µ param-
eters as we did in the previous chapter. Nevertheless, it was not the objective
of this chapter to demonstrate the different roles played by the smoothing pa-
rameters as it has been already clarified before. So for keeping in reasonable
values the training computational costs we decided to follow the traditional
approach and only considering one µ parameter.
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Table 4.2: Values for Robustness Index (RI) with respect to the LM baseline
model for every collection. Best values are bolded.
RI
Col. RM3 Resampling CBRM3
AP88-89 .23 .40 .40
WT2G .35 .10 .20
TREC-678 .22 .06 .31
WT10G .12 .16 .18
4.3.4 Results
Analysing the MAP values for the test topics (see Table 4.1) it has to be notice
that our approach significantly outperforms with p − value < 0.05 the LM
baseline for every collection, a fact that neither the RM3 nor the Resampling
method achieve. Our method also achieves statistically significant improve-
ments either over Resampling or over RM3 for all the collections. The values
of the Resampling method did not achieve statistical significant improvements
over RM3; moreover, the Resampling method achieves worse MAP values
than RM3 in two of the collections. This finding is partially contradictory
with the results reported in Lee et al. (2008). Our explanation to this fact is
that meanwhile the effectiveness values of the Resampling method are similar
or higher in our experiments and the original paper, our RM3 implementation
reports much higher MAP values (for instance AP88-89: 0.3408 vs. 0.2803 or
WT10G: 0.2402 vs. 0.1966) being much more complicated to beat it.
We have seen that our method is robust across collections. Furthermore,
we analysed query robustness values measured with RI over the LM base-
line model in every collection, values are reported in Table 4.2. Our method
achieves the best RI values of the three query expansion approaches but in
the WT2G collection where RM3 is the best method. This last fact also was
showed in the previous chapter and it may be explained because the values on
the WT2G collection are well-tuned, suggesting that a good parameter setting
affects more to the robustness of the RM3 method than to the other ones.
4.4 Related Work
Despite since the formulation of the cluster hypothesis (Van Rijsbergen, 1979)
several works tried to explode clustering information to improve information
retrieval tasks. It was only recently when conclusive results were presented
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improving retrieval effectiveness using query specific clustering. We have to
cite the work of Kurland and Domshlak (2008) where several features were
aggregated to obtain better high precision in the re-ranking of top documents.
Kurland and Domshlak used several features related with cluster information,
namely query faithfulness that measures the similarity of a cluster with the
query, self faithfulness that estimates how a cluster used as a query model
ranks its own documents, the initial list faithfulness than apprises how a rank-
ing induced by a cluster reflects the initial rank induced by the query, and the
peer faithfulness that quantifies how a cluster is similar to its peer clusters. The
results using the different features separately seem indicate that peer faithful-
ness it is the better indicator, although the aggregation of all the features
reports the best values. An approach based on similar facts is presented in
Kurland (2009), in this paper the author present several approaches (aspect
models and interpolation models) that also combine information about peer
clusters. In this case Kurland estimates the relevance of a document by com-
bining its probability of belonging to a cluster with the cluster query likelihood
for every cluster or for every cluster that the document belongs to depending
on the approach. High precision is again improved, although the performance
is quite dependent of the settings and MAP values are also reported but only
in a cut-off of 50 documents.
In Kurland (2008) several cluster based re-ranking approaches were pre-
sented, exploiting in this case clusters with high percentage of relevant docu-
ments. The objective is to automatically find those clusters and explode them
to improve the initial ranking, but still the problem of filtering non-relevant
documents from them is not addressed. Again several features are combined
resulting in improvements in high precision figures over the initial ranking.
Recently Lee et al. (2008) proposed query specific clustering in order to
improve the quality of the pseudo-relevant set used in the query expansion
process, in this case also Relevance Models (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001). This
method uses as cluster re-ranking method over the initial retrieval, particu-
larly the original cluster query likelihood presented in Liu and Croft (2004)
is used but with overlapping clusters (k-NN). The results show significant
improvements over the initial LM based rank and the RM rank in several col-
lections. This paper also combines the idea of dominant documents in order
to construct the pseudo-relevant set. A document which is repeated in several
good clusters should be considered a dominant document and so repeated
also in the feedback set. This approach that we used in order to compare
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our method still shows some problems with query robustness that we tried to
solve with our alternative approach using pseudo negative information. It is
also important to remark that in this work Lee et al. use document concate-
nation for representing the clusters. In our method we decided to adopt the
geometric mean representation (Liu and Croft, 2008) as it has been already
demonstrated as a more effective representation for cluster based retrieval.
The use of bad clusters can be considered as a kind of negative infor-
mation. The exploitation of negative information to improve retrieval effec-
tiveness is a challenging task. In particular, it is very important for difficult
queries, where there are not relevant documents present in the ranking and
so it is not possible to use positive information for relevance feedback. Indeed
negative relevance feedback has been revisited recently with effective results.
Wang et al. (2007) proposed different methods for re-ranking using a set of
known non-relevant documents which acts as the negative feedback set. The
methods were tested on specifically modified TREC collections (only difficult
queries were used from the TREC settings). Results in those collections show
improvements over the initial LM-based ranking and traditional pseudo feed-
back methods. In Wang et al. (2008d) different strategies for negative feed-
back for both LM and vector space retrieval models are compared. The best
results were achieved when working with LM and a multi-negative queries
strategy, as the authors state “This shows that irrelevant documents may dis-
tract in different ways and do not form a coherent cluster”. This last remark
seems to indicate the need of not only selecting good clusters but also to filter
from them the non-relevant documents.
Related with the need of considering negative information, in this case
associated with clustering processes, we have to remark the analysis already
presented in Lu et al. (1996). In this paper it is analysed the fact that after
running a cluster algorithm over the top documents of a rank, most of the
singletons (clusters with only one document) are non-relevant documents,
and should be removed. This analysis suggested us that the clustering algo-
rithms should allow the creation of singletons. Although not every singleton
shall contain a non-relevant document, allowing the creation of singletons,
the real non-relevant documents will not be promoted in the ranking bene-
fited of the fact that they are clustered with relevant ones. Meanwhile, the
truly relevant documents will not be affected negatively.
Also recently several works approached the task of getting a better pseudo-
relevant set, in this case to increase the diversity, but none of them show
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conclusive results. Collins-Thompson and Callan (2007) presented a sam-
pling approach over the top documents based on query variants. The query
variants are simply obtained by removing terms from the query. The improve-
ments achieved seem to be produced by the use of query variants. Although
they got improvements in query robustness and high precision the method
does not outperform the baseline Relevance Model in terms of MAP. The ob-
jective of having a less redundant pseudo-relevant set is also approached in
Sakai et al. (2005). In this work the authors introduced a resampling method
which is based on clustering. The top documents are clustered based on the
common query terms selecting only some documents of each cluster in order
to improve diversity in the relevance set. But again the results presented in
the evaluation were not conclusive.
4.5 Conclusions
The cluster based pseudo relevance feedback method presented in this chap-
ter introduces the use of bad clusters in order to achieve pseudo feedback
sets with less non-relevant documents. The pseudo negative information is
obtained from the belonging of the documents to a “bad” cluster in a cluster
re-ranking approach. The results show improvements in MAP over the ex-
isting cluster based approaches for pseudo relevance feedback, that in some
settings are statistical significant. Another good result is the improvement in
terms of query robustness: our approach penalise less queries than previous
ones.
Our method was developed with the objective of improving the estimation
of the Relevance Models by refining the composition of the RS. Nevertheless,
this method can also be applied to other PRF methods different from RM, for
instance in Parapar and Barreiro (2011a) this approach was applied to the
KLD-based query expansion process.
Chapter 5
Estimating the Size of the
Pseudo-Relevance Feedback
Set
It is known that one of the factors that more affect to the PRF robustness is the
selection for some queries of harmful expansion terms. In order to minimise
this effect in the PRF methods a crucial point is to reduce the number of non-
relevant documents in the relevant set. In the previous chapter, this problem
was tackled by the use of cluster reranking methods; an alternative approach
to this problem is presented in this chapter. We try to automatically determine
for each query how many documents we should select as RS. For achieving
this objective we will study the score distributions of the initial retrieval and
trying to discern between relevant and non-relevant documents.
5.1 Introduction and Motivation
One crucial aspect of the pseudo-relevance feedback methods is robustness.
In this context, robustness is defined as the quality of not hurting the effec-
tiveness values achieved by the retrieval model in the initial rank for every
query. Most of existing pseudo-relevance feedback methods outperform the
effectiveness of the initial retrieval in average but they tend to harm some
of the queries. This is an important point for solving in order to popularise
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the use of this methods in the commercial search engines. The most common
phenomenon causing the decrease of effectiveness for a query is the topic
drift. Topic drift refers to the situation where the expansion of the query pro-
duced that the topic of the original user need has moved (drifted) away to
a different one. For instance, for the TREC topic 101: Design of the “Star
Wars” Anti-missile Defense System, a very clear example of topic drift would
be the returning of documents about the film. The topic drift can be naturally
produced by the addition of terms, but this problem can be greatly intensified
when the RS has plenty of irrelevant documents
This problem has been exposed very early in the literature (Mitra et al.,
1998) and caused lots of works on areas such as query performance predic-
tion (Cronen-Townsend et al., 2002; Carmel et al., 2006) which investigates
how to predict the performance of a query anticipating those queries that
will be negatively affected by the expansion, selective pseudo-relevance feed-
back(Sakai and Robertson, 2001; Amati et al., 2004) which tries to decide for
which queries PRF should or not be applied, and adaptive pseudo-relevance
feedback (Lv and Zhai, 2009b) that is centred on adjust the weight of the ex-
pansion terms over the original query automatically depending on the nature
of the given query.
The different approaches to decide when of how much apply PRF have
considered pre-query processing indicators and initial ranking examination.
Several evidences have been considered such as the number of query terms
in the pseudo-relevant documents, the similarity between query and the re-
levance set, term proximity measures, etc. But it was only recently when
some works started to consider the scores of the initial retrieval (Shtok et al.,
2009). Shtok et al. argue that query-drift can potentially be estimated by
measuring the diversity (e.g., standard deviation) of the retrieval scores of
the documents in the ranking.
In this chapter we also exploit the scoring information but in a different
way, we use the scores of the initial retrieval for determining the pseudo-
relevant set itself, trying to minimise the amount of non-relevant documents
in it. For achieving this objective we used a framework for modelling the
score distributions of a retrieval model (Manmatha et al., 2001) and adapt
the threshold optimization solution for recall-oriented retrieval (Arampatzis
et al., 2009) for our particular problem, where we want to stop selecting
documents from the top of the initial retrieval when non-relevant documents
appear. Score distributions research investigates the idea of using the docu-
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ments’ scores for separating relevant and non-relevant documents. For doing
this, different statistical modelling choices over both groups of documents
are taken and the parameters of the statistical distributions are inferred from
the observed scores. Although it has been already used for other task such
as meta-search and high recall oriented task such as legal retrieval, this is a
novel and especially adequate use of the score distributions analysis. We are
really pursuing a high precision for our task in such a way that ideally if no
relevant documents are present on the top of the initial retrieval we want to
return an empty RS producing a way of selective PRF. Furthermore, and not
less important, our approach reduces the number of parameters to tune in
the training phase of PRF methods by suppressing the necessity of tune r, the
number of documents on the RS.
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Figure 5.1: RM3 behaviour in terms of Average Precision for different queries
from the training query set of the AP-8889 collection with t = 100 and λ = 0.8
and µ = 1000
Although, when averaged over a query set the differences in performance
in terms of Average Precision when selecting different top sizes for RS in a
particular collection may not differ too much for RM3, it varies a lot at query
level (see Figure 5.1). Meanwhile some queries present a stable behaviour
(as query 81), most of them have either an increasing behaviour (as queries
60 and 62) or a decreasing behaviour (as queries 54 and 63). Thus, it is clear
that it is import to be able to automatically adjust the RS at query level, which
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motivates the work in this chapter.
We performed evaluation to assess how our proposal affects to the effec-
tiveness and robustness of RM on standard settings. Results showed that both
characteristics are improved with the extra advantage of the reduction of the
number of parameters involved in the training phase. The rest of the chapter
is as follow: next Section (5.2) starts with some specific background on score
distributions, in Section 5.3 we present our proposal for modelling the score
distributions and automatically limit the RS size, Section 5.4 shows the eval-
uation results, related work is briefly reviewed in Section 5.5 and finally we
conclude with our main findings in Section 5.6.
5.2 Background
In this section we introduce some theoretical basis for this chapter not re-
viewed in the general background chapter.
5.2.1 Score Distributions
The Probability Ranking Principle (PRP, Robertson (1997)) states that the
ranking of the documents should be according to their probability of rele-
vance. However, retrieval models, in the ideal case where the document
ranking strictly honours the PRP, do not provide with a method for delim-
iting when the non-relevant documents start to appear. In this context, score
distributions have been studied and modelled since the early days of IR. Ini-
tial works date from the sixties (Swets, 1963), when the idea of using the
scores for separating relevant and non-relevant documents was originally for-
mulated. However, it was only recently when the benefit of these approa-
ches was demonstrated for the retrieval task (Manmatha et al., 2001). Score
distribution modelling techniques try to infer statistical properties from the
seen data (the scores of the ranking documents) and take advantages of such
inferred properties, and not directly from the observed data, for classifying
documents between relevant and not relevant.
Score distribution models generally assume that the scores of the relevant
documents were generated by a different distribution from the distribution of
the non-relevant documents. The research efforts have been centred on two
aspects: which family of statistical distributions corresponds with each group
of documents and how the parameters of the distributions can be learned or
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estimated from the observed documents’ scores. Different combinations of
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Figure 5.2: Mixture of Gaussians fit to relevant and non-relevant data ob-
tained processing the scores of TREC query 154 over the AP88-89 collection
produced with the LM retrieval function with Dirichlet smoothing (µ = 1000)
statistical distributions were proposed for modelling the score distributions.
Swets (1963) originally proposed to model the relevant and non-relevant
groups as two Gaussian distribution with different parameter values (see Fig.
5.2 as an example), although later on, Sweets considered two negative expo-
nential distributions (Swets, 1969). Bookstein (1977) tested with two Poisson
and Baumgarten (1999) with two Gamma. It was only lately when the mix-
ture model of a Gaussian distribution for the relevant and a negative exponen-
tial distribution for the non-relevant documents was proposed (Arampatzis
et al., 2000). Also recently, Kanoulas et al. (2009) proposed a mixture of
Gaussian distributions for relevant documents and a Gamma for non-relevant
documents.
In this context, Robertson (2007) presented the convexity hypothesis which
stated that for all good systems, the recall-fallout curve (when viewed from
the top left (0,1), see Fig. 5.3) is convex. In this case, recall should be
interpreted as the proportion of the relevant distribution exceeding a given
threshold t and fallout the proportion of the non-relevant distribution ex-
ceeding that point. In the graph, the point (0,0) corresponds with a very high
threshold that is (nothing retrieved), while the point (1,0) corresponds with
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Figure 5.3: Example of idealised Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) for
a cut-off or threshold t
a very low threshold (everything retrieved). So, if this graph presents con-
cave parts it means that the proportion of the relevant distribution over the
non-relevant decreases when the scores increase for some segment of values.
This is related, but somewhat stronger than, the inverse recall-precision re-
lationship and it means that the higher the score of a document the higher
the probability of relevance. Over the graph, a random ordering of the col-
lection of documents (identical relevant and non-relevant score distributions)
would produce a straight line from (0,0) to (1,1). Any other straight segment
may also be interpreted of random ordering of sub-sets of the documents.
We can easily improve the performance eliminating the concavity segments
of the curves by simply randomising the sub-list of scores corresponding with
those segments and thus, replacing the concavity parts by straight segments.
Indeed, we can just reversing the scores in the sub-list and converting the
concavity segments in their convex mirror reflections. In this way, if we de-
part from a convex curve, we can easily improve the initial performance of
our model, so convexity seems to be a desirable property.
In this work, Robertson probes that although the most of the previously
presented distributions choice honour the convexity principle, some of them,
do not. In particular the Gaussian-negative exponential mixture model (Man-
matha et al., 2001; Arampatzis et al., 2009), one of the most popular choices,
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does not accomplish this property. In particular, this model presents concavity
problems both in the top right end (low threshold values) and the bottom left
end (high threshold values) for any parameters’ values.
The model presented in Arampatzis et al. (2009), besides not honouring
the recall-fallout curve convexity (about the 60% of the queries in the exper-
iments suffer from this anomaly), presents good practical results for a high
recall retrieval task such as legal retrieval. One of the most popular effective-
ness measures on legal retrieval is the F1@K where K is the cut-off selected
by the system to stop providing with results. The objective pursued with score
distributions is to automatically determine the value of K for each query. So
for achieving that objective Arampatzis et al. presented a threshold optimisa-
tion method over the learned distributions which we adapted for our problem
in the next section.
Most of the existing works on score distributions use relevance informa-
tion and so the learning of the different distributions’ parameters is an easy
task (the groups of relevant and non-relevant documents are already defined).
When there are no relevance judgements, the learning of the distributions’
properties from the observed scores also includes the learning of the weights
of the mixture. The Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm (Dempster
et al., 1977) has been the standard approach to finding the mixing and the
distribution’s properties in this area. Recently, extended versions of this me-
thod have been developed for this specific task (Dai et al., 2012). EM is an
iterative algorithm which is used for finding maximum likelihood estimates
of the parameters in probabilistic models, when dependency exists on unob-
served hidden variables
5.3 Modelling Score Distributions for Pseudo-Re-
levance Feedback
Our objective is the use of score distributions models to automatically deter-
mine the size of the pseudo-relevant set, i.e., we want to select for each query
the optimal top of documents which will feed the PRF process. Ideally these
top documents will be only relevant ones. We formulate this problem as a
threshold optimisation task. In order to adapt the score distribution models
to work under this paradigm we have to (i) select an appropriate distribution
modelling choice, (ii) select a learning strategy for inferring the distributions’
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parameters and (iii) formulate the corresponding cut-off conditions.
Referring to the first decision, the straightforward choice should be to use
the popular Negative exponential-Gaussian mixture (Arampatzis et al., 2000)
or its truncated version (Arampatzis et al., 2009). However, as stated be-
fore, this model clearly violates the convexity hypothesis (Robertson, 2007).
Moreover, our experiments using these models showed results consistently
worse than with our final choice. The model which resulted to perform bet-
ter than those alternatives was the Gaussian-Gaussian mixture (Swets, 1963)
which honours the convexity hypothesis for fixed variances and for almost
every situation of different variances (it only presents anomalies in the ends
of the intervals). Particularly, we chose to use the later because it presented
more robust results across collections, although the former presents greater
improvements in some collections.
Regarding to the second point, EM is an efficient and popularly used me-
thod to estimate model parameters from a set of observed values by maximis-
ing the likelihood. In this case, we decided to use a generalisation of the EM
algorithm known a Bregman soft clustering (Banerjee et al., 2005). Bregman
soft clustering allows estimating the parameters of a mixture of exponen-
tial families (Garcia and Nielsen, 2010), given a set of observations. This
Bregman soft clustering algorithm shares with the EM the initialisation, ex-
pectation and maximisation steps. The main advantage of using this method
instead of the EM algorithm is that it allows to estimate the parameters of any
mixture of exponential family distributions. The Statistical Exponential Fam-
ily (Nielsen and Garcia, 2009) is a set of probability distributions admitting
the following canonical decomposition:
P (x,Θ) = exp(〈t(x), Θ〉 − F (Θ) + k(x)) (5.1)
where
• t(x) is the sufficient statistic, a function of the data that fully summarizes
the data.
• Θ are the natural parameters,
• 〈., .〉 is the inner product,
• F (.) is called the log-normalizer because it is the logarithm of a normal-
ization factor,
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• k(x) the carrier measure.
In particular, this family includes the following well-known distributions:
Gaussian, Poisson, Bernoulli, binomial, multinomial, Laplacian, Gamma, Beta,
negative exponential, Wishart, Dirichlet, Rayleigh, probability simplex, nega-
tive binomial, Weibull, von Mises, Pareto distributions, skew logistic, etc. In
our case, we use a mixture of Gaussian distributions, in this case the mapping
for the canonical decomposition is:
• t(x) = (x, x2)
• Θ = ( µσ2 ,− 12σ2 )
• F (Θ) = − Θ214Θ2 + 12 log(− piΘ2 )
• k(x) = 0.
where µ is, in this case, the mean of the Gaussian distribution and σ its stan-
dard deviation. More details of the canonical decomposition can be found in
Nielsen and Garcia (2009).
For estimating the parameters of a mixture of exponential families with
Bregman soft clustering over the observed scores a general expectation-maxi-
misation procedure is used. As result of this process, the natural parameters
of the distributions involved in the mixture are obtained as well as the weights
of the distributions in the mixture. In our case, those natural parameters cor-
respond with the means and variances of the Gaussian distribution. Details
of the initialisation, expectation and maximisation steps of the process are
reported in section 1.5.4 of Nielsen and Garcia (2009). In the initialisation
step, the scores are grouped in so many clusters as distributions in the mix-
ture with the K-Means algorithm estimating the weight for each component
as the proportion of scores in each cluster. The initial values for the param-
eters of each distribution are estimated in the corresponding clusters. In the
expectation step the probabilities of the observed scores of belonging to each
distribution are recomputed. Finally, the maximisation step recomputes the
values the parameters of the probability distributions given the new belonging
probabilities of the observed scores.
The only remaining aspect to be defined is the cut-off strategy. Aram-
patzis et al. (2000) states this threshold optimisation problem as follows. The
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following definitions are given:
R = nGn
R+(s) = R(1− F (s|1))
N+(s) = (n−R)(1− F (s|0))
R−(s) = R−R+(s)
N−(s) = (n−R)−N+(s)
(5.2)
where R is the number of relevant documents for the query, R+(s) and R−(s)
the number of relevant documents over and below the given score respec-
tively, N+(s) and N−(s) the number of non-relevant documents over and
below the given score respectively, Gn is the fraction of relevant documents
in the collection, n is the number of documents in the collection and F (s|1)
and F (s|0) are values of the cumulative distribution functions at the score s
for the relevant and non-relevant distributions respectively.
Then, the optimal score where to perform the cut-off (sopt) is that one such
maximise a given effectiveness measureM of the form of a linear combination
of the document count of the categories defined in Eq. 5.2:
sopt =arg max
s
{M(R+(s), N+(s), R−(s), N−(s))} (5.3)
In our case, we ideally want to obtain a RS for RM where every document
is relevant. This is a quite strict condition and for many queries the apparition
of a non-relevant document as the highest scored document would produce an
empty RS, discarding a lot of useful information. For this reason we decided
to relax this constraint and formulate the effectiveness measure for cut-off
problem as:
M(R+(s), N+(s), R−(s), N−(s)) =
R+(s)
N+(s)
(5.4)
That is, we will cut the top for building the RS in the point of maximum
relevance density.
This is our approach to automatically estimate the size of the pseudo-
relevance feedback set for RM. Only some final estimation details remain to
be explained. As commented before, we chose to model the relevant and non-
relevant distributions as a mixture of two Gaussian distributions. From the
two Gaussian distributions, learned with the Bregman soft clustering method,
the one corresponding with the relevant documents will be assumed that one
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with highest mean. The Gn and n parameters will be replaced by their esti-
mated values, corresponding with the fraction of relevant documents in the
top and the size of the top, respectively. The fraction of relevant documents
in the top will be estimated as the weight in the mixture of the Gaussian
distribution corresponding with the relevant documents in the mixture.
5.4 Experiments and Results
The evaluation of our approach was performed over four TREC collections
comparing with a baseline retrieval model and the baseline feedback model
(training the size of the pseudo-relevant set)
5.4.1 Settings and Methodology
Regarding to the collections and training and test query-sets, we followed
the same experimental settings as in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4, Table 3.1). For
evaluation datasets we choose a subset of the Associated Press collection cor-
responding to the 1988 and 1989 years (AP88-89), the Small Web Collection
WT2G, the disk 4 and 5 from TREC (TREC-678) and the WT10G collection.
In AP88-89, TREC-678 and WT10G we used training and test evaluation (see
Table 3.1) meanwhile for the WT2G well-tuned values are reported. Short
queries (title only) were used because they are the most suitable to be ex-
panded. All the collections were preprocessed with standard stop-word re-
moval and Porter stemmer.
5.4.2 Compared Methods
We compared four methods:
• LM: the baseline Language Modelling retrieval model with Dirichlet
smoothing as in Eq. 2.7. This approach was also used by the other
methods for producing the initial retrieval.
• RM3: the standard formulation of RM3, as explained in Section 2.4
training the size of the RS.
• SDRM3: the standard formulation of RM3 but automatically determin-
ing for each query the size of the RS as described in Section 5.3
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Table 5.1: Values for Mean Average Precision (MAP) on the test topics. Sta-
tistical significant improvements (Wilcoxon p < 0.1, and Wilcoxon p < 0.05
underlined) with respect to LM, RM3, and SDRM3 are superscripted with l,
r, and d respectively. Best values are bolded.
MAP
Col. LM RM3 SDRM3
AP88-89 .2775 .3408l (+22%) .3794lr (+37%)
WT2G .3115 .3376l (+08%) .3345l (+08%)
TREC-678 .1915 .2194l (+15%) .2245l (+17%)
WT10G .2182 .2402l (+10%) .2322l (+6%)
5.4.3 Training and Evaluation
As commented we performed a training and test strategy for MAP. There are
several parameters to train. Namely, the smoothing parameter µ was tuned
for LM, RM3 and SDRM3 (µ ∈ {10, 100, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 5000, 6000}).
The parameter e, the number of expansion terms, and λ, the interpolation fac-
tor, for the pseudo feedback based query expansion were trained in the RM3,
and SDRM3 methods (e ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100} and λ ∈ {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} ). Furthermore, for RM3 the parameter r = |RS|, the
size of the pseudo-relevant set, was also trained (r ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100}).
We have to remark that the effectiveness values of the PRF methods can be
further improved by producing a separated training of the different µ param-
eters as we did in Chapter 3, i.e. considering different values for the parame-
ters playing different smoothing roles. Nevertheless, it was not the objective
of this chapter to demonstrate the different roles played by the smoothing pa-
rameters as it has been already clarified before. So for keeping in reasonable
values the training computational costs we decided to follow the traditional
approach and we only considered one µ parameter.
5.4.4 Results
The first comment is that, as expected both RM3 and SDRM3 outperform the
initial retrieval with statistical significant differences. Analysing the MAP val-
ues for the query expansion methods for the test topics (see Table 5.1) the best
values are obtained by our proposal in two collections and by traditional RM3
in the other two. However, it has to be notice that the differences in favour
of RM3 are never statistically significant and in one case the improvements
occur with optimal trained values (WT2G). Meanwhile, our method achieves
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Table 5.2: Values for Robustness Index (RI) with respect to the LM baseline
model for every collection. Best values are bolded.
RI
Col. RM3 SDRM3
AP88-89 .23 .70
WT2G .35 .36
TREC-678 .22 .29
WT10G .12 .12
statistical significant improvements in the AP88-89 collection surpassing RM3
in more than 11%.
An interesting fact, is that our proposal seems to be more adequate on
the text collection meanwhile it is not able to outperform traditional RM3
(in terms of MAP) in the web collections. This can be partially explained by
the fact that the fitting of the chosen score distribution model (mixture of
two Gaussian distributions) over the web documents is not as good as it is in
textual documents. The retrieval model will produce more separated scores
for relevant and non-relevant documents if the documents are more focused
and shorter, where the risk of spurious signals of relevance is less
Another important point to analyse is the robustness of the methods, and
how this is maintained across collections. Considering the values presented
in Table 5.2 we can see that our method obtains the best values in terms of
RI in every collection. Again the differences between the RI values of RM3
and SDRM3 are higher in the text collections than in the web collections. In
fact, for the AP88-89 text collection the RI for our method is 0.70 which is the
highest RI value reported in this thesis, it improves the RM3 method in more
than 38% and it is close to the maximum RI, we shall remember that the RI
measure spans from -1 to 1.
5.5 Related Work
Related with score distributions per se, several works have addressed the find-
ing of best distributions models. In Section 5.2 we already reviewed the most
important works about this topic. Recently, some efforts have been presented
in the direction of modelling the score distributions in a systematic way (Ka-
noulas et al., 2010), producing an analytical process based on the form of the
scoring formulas of the retrieval models.
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Score distributions modelling has been applied to tasks such as informa-
tion filtering or distributed IR, but, in particular, we shall remark the works
of Manmatha et al. (2001) where score distribution modelling was applied in
order to combine the outputs of different search engines for the meta search
task, and the works of Arampatzis et al. (Arampatzis et al., 2000, 2009)
which formulated the threshold optimization problem over the score distri-
butions models for locating a good cut-off point in the legal search task. The
objectives in both cases are quite different from ours, for instance, the legal
search task is a high recall task, meanwhile in our case we desire the opposite:
a high precision cut for determining the RS.
Very few works have been presented in the direction of refining the RS.
Winaver et al. (2007) presented a language modelling approach for improving
the robustness of the PRF methods. This approach, given a query, computes a
set of different language models corresponding with different parameter set-
tings, then, the best computed language model (two different strategies for
deciding which one is the best are presented) is selected as initial retrieval.
Secondly, different language models are computed using different configu-
rations of r and e over the chosen initial retrieval, selecting that one with
the minimum KLD with the query model for processing a second retrieval.
Evaluation is not conclusive and no comparison with train and test approach
is presented. Moreover, this method requires of a high number of computa-
tions of language models for each query, which is quite expensive in terms of
computational costs. This last fact is more evident if we compare with our
proposal which does not require any extra relevance or language model com-
putation but a very efficient expectation-maximisation process over a limited
set of scores.
Huang et al. (2008) remarked the importance of selecting the adequate
number of feedback documents for the PRF methods. This work explores two
different approaches for query-specific feedback document selection. The first
approach determines the size of the RS for a given query using either clarity
score or cumulative gain. The second one instead of locating the optimal num-
ber of documents in the RS uses a mixture model by combining all the query
language models rather than only selecting one with the hope of smoothing
the effects of the different models. Neither the clarity score base method,
nor the cumulative gain strategy, nor the mixture model are able to achieve
significant improvements in any collection over the training-test strategy.
In Zhang et al. (2009) a different view to the problem of the presence of
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irrelevant documents in the RS is presented. This paper proposes a distribu-
tion separation model than taking as input a seed of non-relevant documents
and the mixed distributions of the RS will try to estimate an approximation
to the true relevance distribution. Evaluation results are interesting but they
depend of the existence of relevance judgements to determine the irrelevant
seeds (up to the 30% of the known non-relevant documents in the RS are
used by the algorithm).
Another open research line is to produce models less sensitive to the com-
position of the RS. As commented in previous chapters, Li (2008) presented
a new estimation for the relevance models which combines three different
aspects: common word discounting, non-uniform document priors and the
modification of the traditional pseudo feedback paradigm by considering the
original query as a pseudo feedback document rather than combining it with
the expanded query. With the introduction of three additional parameters
in the model, the method seems to be more robust to the variation in the
number of feedback documents than RM3, the effectiveness, once reached
the optimal size of the RS, drops slower than for RM3 when increasing the
number of pseudo-relevant documents.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we showed how the size of the RS greatly affects to the per-
formance of the RM methods. Motivated by that fact, we presented a method
which introduces the use of the threshold optimisation problem over score
distribution modelling for automatically selecting the size of the RS. Particu-
larly our method assumes a mixture of two Gaussian distributions and based
on this assumption computes the threshold point as the score over which the
highest density of relevant documents is obtained.
We have used Bregman soft clustering in order to learn the distributions’
parameters from the observed scores. The results of the evaluation showed
that in terms of MAP our method is equivalent of better to standard RM3.
Important improvements in terms of robustness are obtained with respect
to RM3, achieving more than a 38% in the case of the AP88-89 collection.
Analyses of the results suggest that our modelling decisions perform better
in textual collection than in web collections. Overall, the general objective of
improving the robustness of the RM estimations is achieved and moreover, we
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present the extra advantage of reducing the number of parameters involved
in the estimation of the Relevance Models.
Chapter 6
Relevance-Based Language
Modelling of Constrains for
Text Clustering
Previous chapters model the retrieval task, in this chapter we will adapt a
different task: constrained clustering. Constrained clustering is a recently
presented family of semi-supervised learning algorithms. These methods use
domain information to impose constraints over the clustering output. The
way in which those constraints (typically pair-wise constraints between docu-
ments) are introduced is by designing new clustering algorithms that enforce
the accomplishment of the constraints. In this chapter we present an alter-
native approach for constrained clustering where, instead of defining new
algorithms or objective functions, the constraints are introduced modifying
the document representation by means of their language modelling. More
precisely the constraints are modelled using Relevance Models. To the best of
our knowledge this is the first attempt to try such approach. The results show
that the presented approach is an effective method for constrained clustering
even improving the results of existing constrained clustering algorithms.
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6.1 Introduction and Motivation
Clustering is an important data mining tool in order to exploit the knowledge
present in the document collections. Lately it has been also demonstrated
as an useful tool not only by itself but also for other Information Retrieval
(IR) tasks such as cluster-based retrieval (Lee et al., 2008) or clustering of
search results (Zeng et al., 2004). Recently a new family of constrained clus-
tering algorithms (Basu et al., 2008) has achieved great importance because
they enabled the introduction of domain knowledge in the clustering pro-
cess. In these semi-supervised methods the domain knowledge is introduced
as rules in a generalized framework making the algorithm itself still domain-
independent. In this way knowledge that was unused in traditional clustering
algorithms is exploited to improve the grouping of data.
Till this moment, the way in which this new clustering task was carried out
was by designing new specifically tailored algorithms. Due to the popularity
of the task, several new algorithms appeared based on traditional clustering
algorithms: partitional algorithms (Wagstaff et al., 2001; Ares et al., 2009),
hierarchical algorithms (Klein et al., 2002; Bae and Bailey, 2006), probabilis-
tic approaches (Basu et al., 2004; Zhai et al., 2011), matrix decomposition
based methods (Ji et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008a), etc. In fact, we have pre-
viously published results in this area (Ares et al., 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012),
but all these algorithms force the accomplishment of the constraints in the
document to cluster assignment or by modifying the objective functions, in
contrast, here we propose an approach based on maintaining the simplicity of
the clustering algorithms. The idea explored in this chapter is to avoid the cre-
ation of new constrained clustering algorithms and keep using the well-known
and tested clustering algorithms for this new semi-supervised clustering task.
So the question is how unsupervised clustering algorithms can be used for
constrained clustering? To the best of our knowledge this is the first time
that this question is answered. Our proposal is by introducing the constraints
directly in the document representation by means of their Relevance-Based
Language Modelling.
The main contributions of this chapter are on one hand the design of a
new approach to constrained clustering which allows the use of unsupervised
clustering algorithms instead of the specially tailored new ones and on the
other hand to allow so by modifying the document representation by means
of the language modelling of the constraints. More precisely our proposal
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Document Retrieval Constrained Text Clustering
query (q) constrained document (d)
query words (q1 . . . qn) words of the document (d1 . . . dn)
pseudo-relevant set (RS) constrained set (C(d))
candidate terms for query expansion candidate terms for document expansion
Figure 6.1: Analogies between the use of Language Based Relevance Models
for document retrieval and for constrained text clustering
is to expand the documents that are affected by constraints using Relevance
Models (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001).
In this chapter we will use the RM framework to alter the original doc-
ument representations (Parapar and Barreiro, 2012). In RM the query and
the documents in the relevance set are assumed as samples of the same Rele-
vance Model, in our proposal we assume that there exists a Relevance Model
which generates a document and the set of documents that share constraints
with the given document. Therefore, for every document we can estimate the
Relevance Model given the documents that constrain it. Meanwhile in the
PRF task a query is expanded with the best terms of the relevance model ob-
tained from the relevance set, in the clustering task, every document which is
affected by a set of constraints, will be expanded with the best terms of the re-
levance model obtained from the set of documents which it shares constraints
with (see Figure 6.1).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 6.2.1 presents the
proposed method for the language modelling of the constraints. Section 6.3.1
explains the clustering algorithms with which the approach is tested with
some considerations about distance functions. In Section 6.4 the evaluation
and its results are reported. Section 6.5 describes the related work and, fi-
nally, conclusions are reported in Section 6.6.
6.2 Background
In this section we introduce some general basis for this chapter not reviewed
in the general background chapter (2).
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6.2.1 Constrained Clustering
As previously exposed constrained clustering algorithms use the background
knowledge to drive the clustering process. Constrained clustering is different
from a classification task, where it is exactly known which groups exist in
the data and examples of those categories are provided to the algorithm. In
constrained clustering the domain knowledge gives the clustering algorithm
rules over documents. These rules reflect some preferences about whether
or not the documents should be in the same cluster, being still the algorithm
which finds the groups in the data.
With these constrained clustering approaches, knowledge that was unused
in traditional clustering algorithms is used to improve the grouping of data in
real domains. This is useful, for example, in collections where data instances
contain information that comes from multiple evidence sources, such as med-
ical reports. When wanting to cluster such a collection using the report text as
the main source of evidence, it could be also useful to introduce in the process
some domain knowledge about dates, geolocalisation, race or gender of the
patients. Constrained clustering can also be useful in collections where data
points have an obvious grouping and the traditional algorithms tend to be bi-
ased to that clustering, being that one not interesting for the users. Using the
same domain as in the previous example, a clustering algorithm could point
out a well-known relation between a disease and the patients’ age, however,
the medical doctors might want to get an alternative explanation of the data,
relating it to other factors.
Most of existing constrained clustering algorithms rely over the so called
instance level constraints (Wagstaff and Cardie, 2000). Instance level con-
straints can be defined as rules between two documents referring to whether
(positive constraints) or not (negative constraints) they must be part of the
same clustering. Depending on the algorithm design and the enforcement
desired for the constraints they are commonly classified in: absolute con-
straints, constraints that the algorithm can not violate and must mandatory
honour at the end of the clustering process (Must-Link and Cannot-Link for
positive and negative constraints respectively); and soft constraints, non abso-
lute constraints that the algorithm could not honour at the end of the cluster-
ing process (May-Link and May-Not-Link for positive and negative constraints
respectively).
When working in real scenarios, dealing with non categorical information
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is the most common situation. Therefore, soft constraints are commonly used
taking advantage of the adjustment of the parameters that controls the en-
forcement of the soft constraints in the algorithms which support that kind
of constraints. From now, when talking about constraints we will refer to
positive soft constraints, i.e., May-Links.
6.3 Relevance-Based Language Modelling of the
Constraints
One important point in every clustering algorithm is the way in which the
documents are represented. Over that representation will relay the computa-
tion of the similarity/distance functions among documents and/or centroids.
When dealing with textual documents, they are usually represented accord-
ing to the Vector Space Model, assigning one dimension to each term in the
lexicon. The way in which each term is weighted for every document varies
being the TF·IDF and the pointwise Mutual Information the most used weight-
ing schemas due to their good performance.
In this chapter we want to introduce the constraints in the document rep-
resentation under the LM framework. In order to do so, we have to consider
the document representations as probability distributions. So we decided to
weight the terms by means of the maximum likelihood estimator. Once that
the original document representation is defined we proceed to the constraint
modelling. Let us define C(d) = {dˆ1, · · · , dˆ|C(d)|} as the set of documents
that share a constraint with the document d. In order to introduce those
constraints in the document representation our proposal is:
1. Let us suppose that for every affected document d and its C(d) a sup-
porting Relevance Model exists.
2. That Relevance Model can be estimated under the RM framework.
3. From the estimated Relevance Model the e best terms are selected to
alter the original representation of the document d. Then a linear in-
terpolation is done as in RM3, being λ in this case the parameter that
weight the importance of the constraints in the interpolated representa-
tion.
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4. Use the altered document representation in the clustering process with
unsupervised algorithms.
P (w|R) ∝
∑
dˆ∈C(d)
P (dˆ) · P (w|dˆ) ·
|d|∏
i=1
P (di|dˆ) (6.1)
In Eq. 6.1 the reformulation of the Eq. 2.10 for our task is presented.
Equation 6.1 gives the estimation of probabilities in the Relevance Model un-
derlying d and the set of documents C(d) that constrains it. In practice P (dˆ)
can be considered to be uniform. In our task the role of q in the query likeli-
hood presented in Eq. 2.10 is played by the document affected by constraints
d meanwhile the role of the RS is played by C(d). As result of the way of how
C(d) is constructed
∏|d|
i=1 P (di|dˆ) should be considered uniform because the
constraints are defined explicitly having everyone the same weight. Talking
in terms of relevance each time a constraint is explicitly established between
two documents dx and dy it is equivalent to assess that the document dx is
relevant for the document dy and vice versa, non existing any grading in the
relevance assessment. Therefore the final estimation used in this approach is
presented in Eq. 6.2, the final document representation is then computed as
in Eq. 6.3.
P (w|R) ∝
∑
dˆ∈C(d)
P (w|dˆ) (6.2)
P (w|d′) = (1− λ) · P (w|d) + λ · P (w|R) (6.3)
6.3.1 Clustering Algorithms
Before presenting the clustering algorithms that we will use to assess our pro-
posal (K-Means family and Normalized Cut family) we have to do some con-
sideration about the similarity/distance functions. As previously stated when
working in the LM framework we will work with probability distributions,
so in order to be scrupulous with that fact we have to work with similar-
ity/distance functions according to that. In IR usually Kullback Leibler Diver-
gence (KLD) as in Eq. 6.4 is used in such cases. Unfortunately KLD is only de-
fined when Q(i) > 0 for any i such that P (i) > 0 and also is a non-symmetric
measure. One of the algorithms that we will use, the Normalized Cut algo-
rithm, requires a symmetric function so we decided to use the I-Divergence
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to the mean (IDM). This is a symmetric version of the I-Divergence (both pre-
viously successfully used in the clustering task (Basu et al., 2004)) that is a
Bregman divergence, a family of divergence functions including the KLD and
squared Euclidean distance that guarantees the decrease of the K-Means ob-
jective function (Banerjee et al., 2005). So the distance function between two
documents, dx and dy, used in every algorithm is IDM defined as in Eq. 6.5.
KLD(P ‖ Q) =
∑
i
P (i) · log P (i)
Q(i)
(6.4)
IDM(dx, dy) =
n∑
i=1
dxi log
2dxi
dxi + d
y
i
+ dyi log
2dyi
dxi + d
y
i
(6.5)
In Section 6.4 a preliminary experiment is presented comparing the presented
set-up (MLE as document representation with IDM as distance function) with
the traditional set-up for text clustering (TF·IDF and cosine distance) in the
unsupervised algorithms, showing that our proposal is not only competitive
but also significantly improves the traditional set-up.
In this chapter we will asses our proposal with two clustering families:
partitional and spectral algorithms. Next we will briefly revise the algorithms:
6.3.1.1 Partitional algorithms
The batch K-Means (KM, MacQueen and McQueen (1967)) algorithm is a
well-known efficient iterative clustering algorithm. It is one of the most pop-
ular ones due to its simplicity and good performance, which enables its use in
large datasets.
A constrained counterpart of KM is the Soft Constrained K-Means (SCKM,
Ares et al. (2009)). SCKM is an extension to KM which allows the introduction
of soft constraints in the clustering by altering the similarity values between
documents and centroids: the similarity score is initialised with the similarity
between the document and the centroid of the cluster, and it will be modified
depending on the soft constraints affecting the data instance. Namely, the
score of a cluster is increased a certain amount w for each document which
was last assigned to that cluster and has a constraint with the document being
assigned.
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6.3.1.2 Spectral Algorithms
Spectral Clustering algorithms use graph spectral techniques to tackle the
clustering problem transforming it into a graph cut problem. Thus, finding
a good clustering of the data in k clusters can be reformulated in terms of
finding a good cut of a weighted graph where each vertex corresponds to a
data point and the weight of an edge is proportional to the similarity between
data points. One of the most popular is Normalised Cut (NC, Shi and Ma-
lik (2000)), defined in a way such a cut of the graph with a low NC value
corresponds to a good (as defined above) clustering of the data. Hence, the
Normalised Cut (NC) algorithm proceeds building the graph from the data
and finding a cut of it with a small NC value.
It can be shown that the minimisation of NC can be presented as a ma-
trix trace minimisation problem (Shi and Malik, 2000), which, if subject to
some constraints, would yield the exact solution. Unfortunately this is NP-
hard problem, and so the constraints have to be relaxed in order to make the
algorithm computationally affordable. With this relaxation, the documents
are projected in a reduced space (Rk, where k is the desired number of clus-
ters) using the smallest k eigenvectors of a Laplacian matrix of the graph.
Given these projections, K-Means is used to find a discrete segmentation of
this space. Once this segmentation has been performed, we can backtrace
each projected document to the original one, obtaining the final outcome of
the NC clustering algorithm.
Ji et al. (2006) proposed a Constrained Normalised Cut (CNC) algorithm
which introduces soft constraints in NC. In order to do so, they altered the
function minimised in the NC algorithm to obtain a new one, such that the cut
of the graph which minimises this function would convey a grouping which is
still a good one but also tries to respect the constraints supplied by the user.
To achieve this, they built a new matrix which encodes positive constraints
and introduced it in the core of the minimisation problem, controlling the
degree of enforcement of the constraints with a parameter β, with higher
values of this parameter meaning a tighter enforcement. The result of the
minimisation is a projection of the points in Rk, and so a segmentation of
the projected documents has to be performed in order to produce the final
clustering of the data.
Two considerations have to be done about the spectral methods. It is
very common to pre-process the similarity matrix between documents with a
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Gaussian Filter. When using IDM as distance function its form is:
e(
−IDM(dx,dy)
2σ2
) (6.6)
Also in practice the dimension of the reduced space is taken greater than k
(the number of desired clusters) because it performs considerably better (Jin
et al., 2005; Ares et al., 2012), let us call this dimension δ, the number of
eigenvectors kept in the projection phase.
6.4 Experiments and Results
In this section we report the results of the evaluation of the different clustering
approaches. Some methodological remarks particular to the clustering field
have to be done due to the difference with retrieval evaluation.
6.4.1 Constraints and Seed Initialisations
All the presented algorithms are affected by the seed initialization problem of
the KM algorithm. In order to reduce that problem, for every algorithm we
did ten runs with different seeds, the same seeds in each collection for the six
different algorithms. The results reported in the table 6.2 are the average for
the ten different initialisations.
KM and NC are not affected by constraints (their values are reported as
baselines), for SCKM, CNC, KMRM and NCRM we have to consider also the
constraint generation. So for every seed initialisation, we did five different
randomly chosen constraints sets. These constraints represent the 1% of all
the possible constraints and the same constraints are used in each collection
for the four different algorithms. The result for every seed initialisation in
the algorithms affected by constraints is the average of the five different con-
straints sets. The constraints were created from the reference grouping used
as clustering ground truth by randomly selecting pairs of documents which
belonged to the same cluster, as it is traditionally done in constrained cluster-
ing evaluation.
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6.4.2 Collections
We run experiments with publicly available datasets that have been widely
used in the evaluation of clustering algorithms:
1. ModApte: a split of Reuters-21578 with documents belonging to one of
the biggest ten categories considering only the documents categorised
in only one group (7282 documents, 10 groups)
2. WebKBUniversities: the WebKB dataset with the golden truth corre-
sponding to universities, and taking only the documents from Cornell,
Texas, Washington and Wisconsin universities and removing those cor-
responding to “misc”, “other” and “department” (1087 documents, 4
groups).
3. WebKBTopics: the same dataset as (2), but this time distributed in
five groups, corresponding to the topics “course”, “faculty”, “project”,
“staff”, and “student” (1087 documents, 5 groups).
4. News3Related: a sample of three categories of the 20 Newsgroups col-
lection. Following the same approach in Basu et al. (2004), we have
chosen 300 documents randomly from each of the categories talk.po-
litics.misc, talk.politics.guns, and talk.politics.mideast (900
documents, 3 groups).
We decided to choose the WebKB collection and both of its categorization
because in this collection the bias problem occurs, tending the clustering al-
gorithms to follow one of the categorizations. Dealing with this problem is
a very common task for the constrained clustering algorithms (avoiding bias
task), therefore it is an interesting collection for the evaluation of constrained
clustering algorithms. The use of small datasets comprised by sparse high-
dimensional data is interesting because the clustering task is notably difficult,
as the clustering algorithms are more prone to fall in local minima (Basu et al.,
2004).
6.4.3 Compared Methods
The primary objective of this chapter is to assess the use of Relevance Mod-
elling to modify the document representations enabling the use of unsuper-
vised clustering algorithms for the constrained clustering task. So in the ex-
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periments we will compare the performance of two different family of clus-
tering algorithms, partitional and spectral ones, by their traditional formula-
tion (KM and NC), the constrained counterparts (SCKM and CNC), and the
traditional formulation with the constraints modelled in the document repre-
sentation (KMRM and NCRM).
6.4.4 Metrics
In order to assess the effectiveness of the different clustering algorithms we
have compared the outcomes of the algorithms with the reference groupings
using three metrics: Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), Purity and Entropy. How-
ever, as the results for the three metrics show the same trends, only the results
for Adjusted Rand Index (Hubert and Arabie, 1985) are reported in this thesis.
This metric measures the ratio of good decisions made by the algorithm on
a pairwise basis (Eq. (6.7)). It is based on Rand Index (Rand, 1971), correct-
ing certain deficiencies of that metric, namely, it is corrected for chance. To
do so, the expected value of the index is subtracted from the unadjusted in-
dex and the result is divided by the maximum value of index (from which the
expected value has been subtracted as well). Higher values of Adjusted Rand
Index indicate a greater similarity between the results and the reference.
ARI(Ω;C) =
∑
ij
(|ωi∩cj |
2
)− ∑i (|ωi|2 )∑j (|cj |2 )
(N2 )
1
2 [
∑
i
(|ωi|
2
)
+
∑
j
(|cj |
2
)
]−
∑
i (
|ωi|
2 )
∑
j (
|cj |
2 )
(N2 )
(6.7)
where {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωk} are the set of clusters and {c1, c2, . . . , ck} is the set of
classes defined in the golden truth.
6.4.5 Training
To deal with the values of the parameters involved in the different approaches
we decided to use traditional training and test methodology. We tuned the
parameters for ARI in the ModApte collection, and the trained values were
used in the other collections.
However the parameters σ (the Gaussian filter parameter) σ ∈ {0, 0.05,
0.10, 0.15...0.90, 0.95, 1} and δ (the number of eigenvectors keep in the pro-
jection phase) δ ∈ {1, 5, 10, ...|C|} involved in the spectral algorithms had to
be tuned for every collection because they are very sensitive, they were tuned
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in the NC algorithm and those trained values were used by the constrained
versions.
So the parameters tuned were: the parameters w and β for the enforce-
ment of the constraints in the SCKM and CNC algorithms take values in
{0.00250, 0.00500, 0.0125, 0.0250, 0.0500} and {5, 10, 20, 30} respectively. The
parameters involved in the RM estimation namely, the Dirichlet smoothing pa-
rameter µ which takes values in {5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 100, 500, 1000}, was trained
in the KM algorithm and the same values used in the NC algorithm, the pa-
rameter e (the number of terms selected from the Relevance Model) was set
to 500 without tuning it. Furthermore, the interpolation parameter λ which
takes values in {0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} was tuned using the
same strategy as with µ.
In the experiments, as it is common practice on clustering evaluation, we
have considered that the number of clusters (k) in the grouping used as refer-
ence was known, and so the number of desired clusters was set to that amount
in each of the tested clustering algorithms
6.4.6 Statistical Significance
Finally, we have assessed the statistical significance of the results of the exper-
iments using the Sign Test (Conover, 1971), a choice which was motivated by
its reduced number of assumptions about the data in comparison with other
tests such as Wilcoxon’s or Student’s t. The results of each approach were
compared with the rest of the methods for every collection.
For each test ten observations (ARIxi, ARIyi), i ∈ [1..10] were considered,
one for each initialisation of the seeds, where ARIxi is the ARI of the method
X and ARIyi is the ARI for Y. Over these observations we performed a Lower-
Tailed test, where the null hypothesis was H0 : P (+) ≥ P (−), i.e. , that the
values ARIxi were greater or equal to ARIyi (meaning that the quality of the
results of the method X was greater or comparable to that of the Y method),
and the alternative hypothesis was H1 : P (+) < P (−).
6.4.7 Results
In order to clarify the competitiveness of the baselines given the experimen-
tal conditions in terms of document representations and distance measures,
a preliminary experiment was carried out in the ModApte collection compar-
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ing for both KM and NC the averaged ARI values when using classical TF·IDF
document representation and cosine distance function and when using the
experimental conditions designed in this chapter. Results are reported in Ta-
ble 6.1 showing not only that the probabilistic representation in combination
with the IDM measure performs well but it also significantly outperforms the
classical clustering set-up.
Table 6.1: Adjusted Rand Index values, statistical significant improvements
w.r.t to the alternative set-up for each algorithm according with the Sign Test
are starred (the null hypothesis is rejected for a p-value ≤ 0.0547).
ARI
Set-up KM NC
TF·IDF and Cosine 0.319 0.311
MLE and IDM 0.446? 0.648?
Table 6.2: Adjusted Rand Index values, statistical significant improvements
w.r.t KM, SCKM, KMRM , NC, CNC and NCRM according with the Sign Test
are marked as k, s, κ, n, c, η respectively (the null hypothesis is rejected for a
p-value ≤ 0.0547). Best values bolded.
ARI
Collection KM SCKM KMRM
ModApte (Training) 0.446 0.983kκncη 0.820kncη
WebKBUniversities 0.073 0.311kn 0.581ksncη
WebKBTopics 0.230 0.574kn 0.505kn
News3Related 0.183 0.712knη 0.833ksncη
ARI
Collection NC CNC NCRM
ModApte (Training) 0.648k 0.771kn 0.781kn
WebKBUniversities 0.009 0.342kn 0.377ksnc
WebKBTopics 0.331k 0.734ksκnη 0.668ksκn
News3Related 0.258k 0.783ksη 0.617kn
In Table 6.2 an effectiveness comparison between the different approaches
is presented in terms of ARI. When analysing the results the first considera-
tion is that, as expected, the presented approach performs significantly much
better than the unconstrained algorithms, showing that it is a valid approach
for the constrained clustering task.
When comparing with the ad-hoc constrained clustering algorithms we
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have to remark that in WebKBUniversities and News3Related collections the
best method is one based on the language modelling of the constraints and
performs significantly better than both constrained algorithms, meanwhile
only the CNC can achieve significant improvements over both RM based approa-
ches in one testing collection (WebKBTopics). The evaluation, as commented
before, showed similar trends for the other metrics (Purity and Entropy).
These numbers show that the proposed approach is valid for the constrained
clustering task, achieving results comparable or even better than specially
tailored clustering algorithms.
Furthermore, training values helped us to observe that the parameters of
the constrained clustering algorithms are much less stable (to the point that,
for instance in the SCKM method the performance of some parameters set-
tings fell behind the unconstrained KM method) than the λ parameter of the
presented approach. Also it is an advantage that the λ parameter behaviour
has been widely studied in other retrieval tasks. On the other hand the inter-
pretability of the role of the parameter λ is very easy and it will only depend
on the importance that we want to assign to the constraints in the interpolated
model.
6.5 Related Work
So far with the approach presented in this thesis three alternatives exists for
the introduction of constraints in the clustering process. (a) The approach
presented in this chapter to introduce the constraints directly in the docu-
ment representation. (b) The design of new specially tailored algorithms as
the ones commented in Section 6.1 based on forcing the accomplishment of
the constraints in the document to cluster assignment or by modifying the
objective functions. (c) An alternative approach introduces the constraints
in the clustering process through the use of distance learning methods. Xing
et al. (2002) presented an algorithm that given some constraints learns a dis-
tance metric over Rn respecting those constraints, however the efficiency of
this approach is compromised by the need of solving a convex optimization
problem.
We could frame the method presented in this chapter as a document ex-
pansion technique. One of the first successful applications of document ex-
pansion in IR was carried out by Singhal and Pereira (1999). In this paper, the
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authors presented the application of document expansion techniques to alle-
viate the effect of transcription mistakes for speech retrieval under the VSM.
More recently, Tao et al. (2006) presented the application of document ex-
pansion techniques in the LM framework with the objective of improving the
retrieval effectiveness lightening the effect of insufficient sampling of docu-
ments. In this paper, the authors extend representation of a document by
smoothing the document model with the language model of its neighbours.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have proposed the use of unsupervised clustering algo-
rithms for the constrained clustering task. The main contributions are two:
the use of the document representation to code the constraints and the use
of Relevance Models under the LM framework to model those constraints.
The evaluation showed that the use of our proposal with the traditional clus-
tering algorithms achieves comparable and even better results than specially
tailored constrained clustering algorithms, allowing in this way the use of the
unsupervised algorithms for the constrained clustering task.
Our proposal has been built upon a strong and well-studied theoretical
base as is the Language Modelling framework which allows the interpretabil-
ity of the elements involved in the approach pretty straightforward.

Chapter 7
Relevance-Based Language
Modelling of Recommender
Systems
The Recommender Systems field is a fertile research area where users are
provided with personalised recommendations in several applications. In this
chapter, we propose an adaptation of the Relevance Modelling framework to
effectively estimate a user’s recommendations. We also propose a probabilis-
tic clustering technique to perform the neighbour selection process as a way
to achieve a better approximation to the set of relevant documents in the
pseudo-relevance feedback process. Empirical evaluation results show that
both proposals outperform individually the baseline methods. Furthermore,
by combining both approaches even larger effectiveness improvements are
achieved.
7.1 Introduction and Motivation
Recommender Systems have traditionally been a fertile research area due to
the existence of a wide range of scenarios where users may benefit from auto-
matic personalised recommendations. This research area has its roots in the
eighties, and started to attract wider attention in the mid-nineties when the
first works on collaborative filtering were published (Resnick et al., 1994; Hill
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et al., 1995). Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the three classical approa-
ches to recommendation (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005): content-based
recommendation, based on the user’s history; collaborative filtering, based
on the history of similar users; and hybrid approaches, based on combining
content-based recommendation and collaborative filtering.
In CF (Herlocker et al., 2002), the input evidence about user preferences
consists of data records collected from user interaction with items. In the sim-
plest form, this evidence consists of explicit user ratings, which are graded
relevance values assigned by end-users to items of interest. CF algorithms
exploit the target user’s ratings to make preference predictions, and have the
interesting property that no item descriptions are needed to provide recom-
mendations, since the algorithms merely exploit information about past inter-
action between users and items. Moreover, CF has the salient advantage that
a user benefits from others’ experience, being exposed to novel recommenda-
tions produced from the personal preferences of affine users.
Two different types of CF approaches exist: model-based approaches,
which learn user/item rating patterns to build statistical models that provide
rating estimations, and memory-based approaches, which compute user/item
similarities based on distance and correlation metrics (Desrosiers and Karypis,
2011). Memory-based approaches find either like-minded people for the tar-
get user (user-based approach), or pairs of items that are liked by common
users. In the user-based approach, the set of similar-minded users are called
neighbours, and their preferences are combined to predict ratings for the ac-
tive user. In the item-based approach, items similar to the ones the user has
liked in the past are recommended.
The recommendation task has been traditionally formulated and evalu-
ated as a rating prediction problem (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2005). How-
ever, in practical terms, the effectiveness of recommendations depends on
what items are presented to the user and in what order. Thus the ranking
of recommender items, rather than the numeric system scores that determine
this ranking, is the essential problem in common recommendation scenar-
ios, whereby recommendation can be seen as an IR task (one where there
is no explicit query). Considering this, several attempts have been recently
made to formalise the recommendation task as a relevance ranking problem
(Wang et al., 2006b, 2008c,b; Bellog´ın et al., 2011). The objective is to take
advantage of well-studied and highly-performing Information Retrieval (IR)
techniques to model the notion of relevance. Such attempts have explored
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Document Retrieval Recommendation
query (q) target user (u)
query words (q1 . . . qn) items rated by user (I(u))
pseudo-relevant set (RS) user neighbourhood (V )
candidate terms for query expansion candidate items for recommendation
Figure 7.1: Analogies between the use of Language Based Relevance Models
for document retrieval and for item recommendation
the adaptation of the vector-space IR model (Bellog´ın et al., 2011), the ex-
tended Boolean model (Bellog´ın et al., 2011b), the binary independent re-
trieval model (upon the PRP) (Wang et al., 2008c,b), and statistical Language
Models Wang et al. (2006b). However, to the best of our knowledge, no at-
tempt has been made yet at a similar adaptation of so-called Relevance-Based
Language Models (Lavrenko and Croft, 2001).
The adaptation of RM to recommendation is non-trivial as, to begin with,
there are neither queries nor words in the generic recommendation task. In
our proposed approach (Parapar et al., 2013), the role of the query is played
by the user to whom we want to provide with item recommendations. In our
adaptation of RM to recommendation, query expansion shall thus become a
form of user profile expansion. The role of the pseudo-relevant documents
shall be played in our model by the set of similar users (based on profile
similarity to the target user). Hence, the objective is to select good items to
recommend from the profile of those similar users. The set of analogies on
which our approach is based is shown in Figure 7.1).The aim of our approach
is thus to leverage the effectiveness of the Relevance Models to estimate the
probabilities of relevance, even when the probability distributions are not
expressed in terms of words as originally proposed for text retrieval.
A good approximation of the set of relevant documents is critical to the
effectiveness of pseudo-relevance feedback methods. Analogously, a good se-
lection of user neighbours (which we are taking as the equivalent of pseudo-
relevant documents) can be expected to heavily influence the effectiveness
of our approach. In the context of a probabilistically formalised framework
as we intend to build, Posterior Probabilistic Clustering (PPC) (Ding et al.,
2008) provides a rigorous probabilistic basis for neighbourhood formation by
user clustering, based on Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF). Besides
the probabilistic interpretability of this method, the NMF family of algorithms
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has proved to have a very good performance in terms of clustering effective-
ness (Xu et al., 2003). This method is particularly convenient as an effec-
tive neighbouring technique, providing an indicator of the strength (degree
of membership) between a user and her neighbourhood. In this chapter we
shall explore the use of this particular probabilistic clustering both in isolation
(as an enhancement of neighbour selection in CF recommendation), and in
combination with the relevance modelling of the recommendation process.
In summary, we present a new recommendation approach based on the
Relevance Modelling of the problem under the Statistical Language Modelling
framework, the use of probabilistic clustering methods for the neighbour se-
lection problem, in particular, the use of Posterior Probabilistic Clustering and
the combination of both contributions, leading to even better performance
than their separate application.
The remaining of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 7.2 presents
the adaptation of Relevance Modelling framework to the recommendation
problem. In Section 7.3 we introduce our proposal for neighbour selection
based on Posterior Probabilistic Clustering. Section 7.4.1 reports the empirical
evaluation of the proposed approaches and analyses the results of different
experiments. In Section 7.5 we present a study of the works related to our
proposal. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 7.6.
7.2 Relevance-Based Language Modelling for Rec-
ommendation
Prior to present our estimations of RM for the recommending task we shall
present the RM2 formulation that we use in this chapter. In Chapter 2 we
present the final estimations under the i.i.d. sampling assumption for RM1
(Eq.2.10 ). In RM2 (conditional sampling) the main assumption is that the
query words are independent from each other but dependent on the words of
the relevant documents. As a result of that, P (w|R) is computed as in Eq. 7.1
(Lavrenko and Croft, 2001):
P (w|R) ∝ P (w)
n∏
i=1
∑
d∈C
P (qi|d)P (w|d)P (d)
P (w)
(7.1)
As stated before, the final objective in pseudo-relevance feedback is to se-
lect from the pseudo-relevant set good terms which are related to the original
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query terms. In the case of retrieval, the goodness of those selected terms is
evaluated by how their adding to the original query produces a more effective
second document ranking. In recommendation and, particularly, in collabo-
rative filtering, the user is modelled as a set of already scored items. For our
proposed approach, those items shall play the role of the query words in IR re-
levance models, and the objective is to provide the user with more good items
corresponding with her already assessed interests. We thus propose a formu-
lation of the recommendation process as a profile expansion problem, where
the items to recommend play the role of the candidate expansion terms in the
pseudo-relevance feedback task. In this way, the recommendation problem
can be accommodated as a profile expansion process where the models for
pseudo-relevance feedback can be tested.
Specifically, we propose new Relevance Models estimations for the recom-
mending task. In order to accommodate the recommendation process in such
a way, we have to suppose that for every target user u ∈ C and set of rele-
vant users or neighbours (V ) a supporting Relevance Model Ru exists. This
underlying relevance model can be estimated under the RM framework and,
from this estimation, the ranking of best items to recommend to the user u
are selected. It is important to note that this model is agnostic with respect to
how the relevant users are determined, that is, different neighbour selection
methods can be incorporated in a straightforward way. Indeed, we will go
back to this point later on and show how different selection approaches can
be integrated into our model.
7.2.0.1 Method 1: i.i.d. sampling
Analogously to the RM1 estimation, we produce an RM1 based recommen-
dation. In this context, we assume that the items in the user’s profile and
the items rated by the user’s neighbours are sampled identically and indepen-
dently from a unigram distribution. Eq. 7.2 defines the estimation of proba-
bilities in the Relevance Model underlying u and V . For every item i in the set
of items scored by the similar users V (where V acts as the relevance set) the
probability of the item i given the relevance model Ru for user u is computed
as:
P (i|Ru) ∝
∑
v∈V
P (v)× P (i|v)×
∏
j∈I(u)
P (j|v) (7.2)
where I(u) is the set of items already rated by the user u.
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Therefore, assuming the prior for a user’s neighbour as uniform and being∏
j∈I(u)
P (j|v) the user’s profile likelihood for the neighbour v, we can estimate the
probability of an item under the Relevance Model for a given user, as the
weighted average of the language model probabilities for the item in the
neighbourhood of the user, where the weights are the user profile likelihood
scores for her neighbours.
Given this scoring formula, the top items can be selected for recommenda-
tion by ranking the items according to the probability P (i|Ru). Additionally,
an explicit rating estimate can be computed, in case it is required by the rec-
ommendation algorithm.
7.2.0.2 Method 2: conditional sampling
Alternatively, we can make use of the conditional sampling assumption as in
the RM2 method. In this case, we assume that items in the user’s profile
are independent from each other but dependent on the items present in the
profiles of the user’s neighbours. In this situation, the item preference is
computed as follows:
P (i|Ru) ∝ P (i)
∏
j∈I(u)
∑
v∈V
P (v|i)P (j|v) (7.3)
where P (v|i) is estimated with Bayes as P (i|v)P (v)/P (i), that is, the prefer-
ence score is:
P (i|Ru) ∝ P (i)
∏
j∈I(u)
∑
v∈V
P (i|v)P (v)
P (i)
P (j|v) (7.4)
Therefore, as Eq. 7.3 shows, in this case the association between each item
and the user’s profile is computed using the neighbours that contain both the
profile’s items and the item as “bridges”.
7.2.0.3 Final Estimation Details
For both methods we can initially consider that the prior P (v) is uniform,
i.e. every neighbour (v ∈ V ) has the same probability of being sampled.
The estimation of the probability of an item given a user will be computed
by smoothing the maximum likelihood estimate with the probability in the
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collection (background collection model), in this case using Jelinek-Mercer
smoothing (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004):
Pλ(i|u) = (1− λ)Pml(i|u) + λ · P (i|C) (7.5)
where I(C) is the set of items in the collection and pml(i|u) is estimated as:
Pml(i|u) = rat(u, i)∑
j∈I(u) rat(u, j)
(7.6)
rat(u, i) is the rating assigned by user u to item i, and P (i|C) is estimated as
a maximum likelihood in the whole collection:
P (i|C) =
∑
v∈C rat(v, i)∑
j∈I(C),v∈C rat(v, j)
(7.7)
In the Language Modelling framework and retrieval tasks, Dirichlet smooth-
ing outperforms Jelinek-Mercer (Zhai and Lafferty, 2004). However, when
modelling the recommendation problem, Dirichlet can suffer from the unde-
sired effect of demoting those items that have been recently introduced in
the system and so have very few recommendations. In fact, in (Wang, 2009)
the smoothing for the LM based recommendation with Dirichlet smoothing
presents significantly worse performance than using Jelinek-Mercer in one of
the experiments reported there. For estimating P (i) we decided to keep it
simple and a uniform distribution was chosen.
Finally, depending on the proposed methods, different strategies were
used in this chapter to compute the neighbourhood of a given user (V ), as
we present in the next section.
7.3 A Probabilistic Neighbour Selection Technique
A crucial step in order to rank the items according to the RM framework
is to properly select the relevance set, we have addressed that problem in
Chapter 5 for the retrieval task. In our adaptation of the RM framework
to user-based collaborative filtering, this relevance set is composed by the
target user’s neighbourhood, that is, the set of her most akin users. Next,
we will define an alternative probabilistic approach to the computation of
such neighbourhoods. This is not enforced by the RM approach itself, and
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other alternatives could thus be considered as well, which we leave as future
work. A probabilistic neighbour selection approach provides nonetheless for
a smoother global user-based CF framework. In particular, the approach pro-
posed here builds on the Posterior Probabilistic Clustering algorithm, as we
present next.
7.3.1 Posterior Probabilistic Clustering
The lack of probabilistic interpretation of Non-negative Matrix Factorisation
(NMF) (Lee and Seung, 2001) clustering methods and their ad-hoc document-
to-cluster assignments motivated the development of the Posterior Probabilis-
tic Clustering (PPC) method (Ding et al., 2008). PPC provides with a posterior
probability interpretation, removes uncertainty in the clustering assignment
and has a very close relation to probabilistic latent semantic indexing when
performing co-clustering of documents and words.
Given a collection of n documents and m words, let X = (Xij) be the
words-to-documents matrix where Xij = X(wi, dj) is the term frequency of
the term wi in the document dj . The traditional formulation of the NMF me-
thod consists in solving the following optimisation problem, given a number
of clusters κ:
min
F≥0,G≥0
‖ Xm×n − Fm×κGTκ×n ‖2 (7.8)
Once that the solution (G∗, F ∗) to the optimisation problem is obtained,
every document dj is assigned to the cluster Ck such that:
k = arg maxz(G
∗
jz) (7.9)
where z ranges from 1 to κ.
PPC is a posterior probability interpretation of the NMF algorithm. PPC
considers the rows of G∗ as the posterior probabilities that a given document
belongs to the different clusters, i.e. P (dj |Cl) = G∗jl. In order to enforce a
proper probability distribution, a PPC optimisation function is formulated as
follows:
min
F≥0,G≥0
‖ Xm×n − Fm×κGTκ×n ‖2, s.t.
κ∑
k=1
Gjk = 1 (7.10)
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which results, after using Lagrangian multipliers, in the next updating rules:
Gik ←− Gik (X
TF )ik + (GF
TFGT )ii
(GFTF )ik + (XTFGT )ii
(7.11)
Fik ←− Fik (XG)ik
(FGTG)ik
(7.12)
This alternative interpretation of the Non-negative Matrix Factorisation al-
gorithm also allows the classical hard clustering task based on the same clus-
ter selection procedure as in NMF (Eq. 7.9). Furthermore, it also represents
a probabilistic interpretation of the clustering problem supplying degrees of
membership of documents to clusters. This information can also be exploited
in the recommendation problem as we shall explain in the next section.
7.3.2 Neighbour Selection based on PPC
As described before, we want PPC to find better neighbourhoods (clusters)
for the users. Therefore, we have to adopt certain decisions in order to model
the neighbour selection problem in recommender systems with the PPC al-
gorithm. Which representation fits better this particular problem determines
our first decision. In the recommendation problem, the role of documents
will be played by users and the role of terms will be played by items which,
in collaborative filtering, are the constituent elements of the user representa-
tion. So we apply the PPC algorithm under the following settings. Having a
collection of n users and m items, let X = (Xab) be the items-to-users matrix.
The weight of Xab = X(ia, ub) will be the rating assigned by the user ub to
the item ia, i.e., rat(ub, ia). In this initial approach to the problem, we assign
zero weight when no rating was produced by the user to the item.
Given this formulation of the clustering scenario, once the minimisation
problem formulated in Eq. 7.10 is solved, the elements of G∗ contain the
posterior probabilities of the users given the clusters, i.e., P (ub|Cl) = G∗bl.
Having this information, traditional neighbour selection can be done as in
hard-clustering by assigning each user only to the cluster Ck such that k =
arg maxz(G
∗
bz) where z ranges from 1 to κ.
Therefore, for each user u we obtain a neighbourhood V as the cluster to
which the user belongs. Given this situation we build a recommender which
predicts the rating for user u and item i in the following way:
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r˜at(u, i) =
∑
v∈V sim(u, v) rat(v, i)∑
v∈V |sim(u, v)|
(7.13)
where r˜at(u, i) represents a predicted rating (as opposed to an actual rating,
denoted as rat(u, i)); besides in this case we estimate sim(u, v) as
sim(u, v) ∝ P (v|V ) = G∗cl (7.14)
provided that the index of user v is c (that is, v = uc) and that V = Cl is the
cluster assigned to the target user u.
The only remaining decision is to choose the desired number of neighbours
(in our case, the number of clusters that we want to obtain with PPC, i.e., κ).
We discuss this point in the following section.
7.4 Experiments and Results
In this section we present three different experiments and discuss the results
by comparing the performance of our proposals against standard recommen-
dation techniques.
7.4.1 Collections
In the evaluation of the recommendation methods, we have used two publicly
available datasets commonly named as Movielens 100K and Movielens 1M1.
Some characteristics about these datasets are shown in Table 7.1. Note that
these datasets are different, in particular, the smaller dataset is not a subset of
the larger one (although the films are similar, there is no relation between the
user information of each dataset), to further emphasise this issue, we have
incorporated information about the time span each dataset was collected.
Furthermore, as we shall see later we have used the smaller dataset to analyse
the sensitivity of our approach to different parameters and the larger one to
validate the results.
1Both are available at http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
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Table 7.1: Statistics about the datasets used in the experiments.
Dataset #users #items #ratings Sparsity Recollection Period
Movielens 100K 943 1, 682 100, 000 6.30% 1997/1998
Movielens 1M 6, 040 3, 900 1, 000, 000 4.24% 2000
7.4.2 Compared Methods
In this work, we are proposing different user-based recommendation approa-
ches. Therefore, most of the selected baselines are also user-based methods.
We compared our proposals with:
• UB: a standard User-Based collaborative filtering method (Resnick et al.,
1994) where the neighbourhood is selected among the set of 100 most
similar users (according with Pearson’s correlation)
• MF: a state of the art method which does not use any neighbour selec-
tion but is based on Matrix Factorisation through Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) using 50 dimensions (Koren, 2008) and which is gener-
ally among the best performing recommendation methods to date.
Moreover, we also tested against other existing proposals based on mod-
elling of the recommendation problem as an Information Retrieval task. We
will discuss in Section 7.5 the differences to our proposals. In particular, we
test our methods against:
• UIR-User: the user-based formulation of the probabilistic interpreta-
tion of the relevance models for log-based CF proposed in Wang et al.
(2006b), formulated in the Eq. 16 of that paper, that is:
P (i|Ru) ∝
∑
v∈Li
c(u,v)>0
log
(
1 +
(1− λ)pml(v|u, r)
λP (v|r)
)
+ |Li| log λ (7.15)
where the sum is over the set of users who have expressed interest for
item i (v ∈ Li) and, at the same time, the number of items rated in com-
mon with the target user u (c(u, v)) is greater than zero. The maximum
likelihood estimator for the user v given the target user u assuming re-
levance (r) is estimated as follows:
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pml(v|u, r) ∝ c(v, u)
c(u)
And the probability of a user v assuming relevance is estimated by the
count of items rated by the user:
P (v|r) ∝ c(v)
• User-basedRM the user-based model presented in Wang et al. (2008b),
which allows the introduction of ratings in the probability estimations.
More specifically, we use the Eq. 40a from (Wang et al., 2008b) which
goes as follows:
P (i|Ru) = r˜at(u, i) =
∑
v∈Li rat(v, i)e
− 1−cos (u,v)
h2u∑
v∈Li e
− 1−cos (u,v)
h2u
(7.16)
where cos (u, v) is a cosine kernel based similarity measure (Liu et al.,
2004) between the user u and v represented as vectors in the item space,
where the missing ratings can be replaced by a constant value of 0 or
by the average rating value. As we shall discuss in the related work,
this approach requires a prior learning of the value hu (the kernel band-
width window parameter) based on an expectation-maximisation pro-
cess (Wang et al., 2008b). In order to provide a fair comparison, we
shall use here the best value reported in Wang et al. (2008b), which
was tuned on the very same collection (h2u = 0.79).
7.4.3 Training and Evaluation
We performed a standard 5-fold cross-validation evaluation using the splits
provided with the collections. This is a typical experimental approach in the
recommender systems field, where in each split the 80% of the data is retained
in order to produce item recommendations which are evaluated with the 20%
of the held out data. Note that this cross-validation has solely evaluation pur-
poses and it is independent from the parameter training. The methodology
used in the evaluation corresponds to the TestItems approach described in Bel-
log´ın et al. (2011a), where, for each user, a ranking is generated by predicting
a score for every item in the test set, only ignoring those items already rated
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by the user (i.e., in training). We also tested alternative methodologies, such
as the one proposed by Koren (2008) where a ranking is generated for each
item in the test set based on N additional not-relevant items. We observed
similar trends to those reported herein with that methodology in preliminary
experiments.
Once a ranking has been generated for each user, e.g., with the TestItems
methodology, its performance can be measured using, for instance, the trec ev-
al program2. In this way, standard IR metrics such as precision, normalised
Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) or Mean Reciprocal Rank could be used.
In the following we report effectiveness values for precision at 5 (P@5), pre-
cision at 50 (P@50) and normalised discounted cumulative gain with cut-offs
at 5 and 10 (nDCG@5 and nDCG@10, respectively). Note that, as already
acknowledged in McLaughlin and Herlocker (2004) and Wang et al. (2008b),
the rated items in the test users represent only a fraction of the items that the
user truly liked, and therefore, the measured metrics may underestimate the
true metric values.
Precision at the different cut-offs was used as defined in Section 3.4, in
the case of the item recommendation task:
P@k =
1
|C|u
∑
u∈C
Relu@k
k
(7.17)
where |C|u is the number of users in the collection Relu@k is the number of
relevant recommended items at the cut-off k.
The normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain (Ja¨rvelin and Keka¨la¨inen,
2002) uses graded relevance that is accumulated starting at the top of the
ranking and may be reduced, or discounted, at lower ranks:
nDCG@k =
1
|C|u
∑
u∈C
1
IDCGku
k∑
p=1
fdis(rel(u, ip), p) (7.18)
where rel(u, ip) is the graded relevance of ip (the item at position p in the
ranking), for the user u, fdis(rel(u, ip), p) is the discount function which is
defined by the trec eval software as fdis(x, p) = xlog(p+1) and IDCG
k
u denotes
the score obtained by an ideal perfect ranking for user u at the position k,
which acts as a normalisation factor for convenient comparison across differ-
ent users and datasets.
2Available at http://trec.nist.gov/trec eval/
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Regarding the experimental results, we tuned the values of the parameters
involved in the different compared methods by optimising P@5 on the small
Movielens 100K collection, that is, we perform a 5-fold cross validation eval-
uation as described above in this dataset and report the best values for each
parameter. In the case of one of the baselines, we did not have to perform
this tuning process, since the optimal parameter values for the same collec-
tion were previously reported in Wang et al. (2008b), as we shall point out
again in the next section. We also report coverage values following the defi-
nition given in Shani and Gunawardana (2011) of user space coverage, that is,
the number of users for which the system is able to recommend at least one
item. After tuning the parameters on Movielens 100K, we evaluate the meth-
ods in the larger Movielens 1M collection, where again, we performed a 5-fold
cross-validation setting retaining the 80% of the data for training, and using
the same evaluation methodology with the optimal parameters obtained for
the first dataset. For this reason, sometimes we will refer to the first dataset
as the training collection, whereas the second would be the test collection.
Finally, to analyse the statistical significance of the results, we performed
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test (Wilcoxon, 1945), where the performance at user
level of two methods are compared. In this case the two paired samples are
the concatenation of the user-level effectiveness values of the five different
folds.
7.4.4 Results
We present now the experimentation carried out, and the obtained results, in
order to validate our contributions and answer the following research ques-
tions: (i) are Relevance Based Language Models an effective framework for
modelling the recommendation problem? (ii) is it possible to achieve a better
neighbourhood selection by applying probabilistic clustering techniques? and
(iii) is it possible to achieve further improvements by the combination of both
approaches?
7.4.4.1 Experiment 1: Relevance-Based Language Models
In this experiment, we assess the validity of our relevance modelling of the
recommendation problem. In order to do so, item recommendations are gen-
erated using Eq. 7.2 and 7.4 and the neighbourhoods are constructed with
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Table 7.2: Summary of the results for each approach, best values for each
collection and metric bolded. Statistical significant improvements according
to Wilcoxon Test (p < 0.01) w.r.t. MF, UB, User-basedRM, UIR-User, RM1,
RM2, PPC, PPC+RM1 and PPC+RM2 are superscripted with a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h
and i respectively.
Method
Movielens 100K (training collection)
P@5 nDCG@5 P@50 nDCG@10 Cvg.
MF 0.081bcd 0.076bcd 0.060bcd 0.074bcd 100%
UB 0.026cd 0.020cd 0.057cd 0.029cd 100%
User-basedRM 0.005 0.003 0.054d 0.018d 100%
UIR-User 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.002 100%
RM1 0.240abcdfg 0.221abcdfg 0.141abcdfg 0.214abcdfg 100%
RM2 0.181abcdg 0.161abcdg 0.089abcd 0.153abcdg 100%
PPC 0.135abcd 0.114abcd 0.108abcdf 0.123abcd 95%
PPC+RM1 0.320abcdefg 0.294abcdefg 0.162abcdefg 0.282abcdefg 100%
PPC+RM2 0.327abcdefg 0.297abcdefg 0.168abcdefgh 0.290abcdefg 100%
Method
Movielens 1M (test collection)
P@5 nDCG@5 P@50 nDCG@10 Cvg.
MF 0.062bcdg 0.061bcdg 0.045bcd 0.060bcdg 100%
UB 0.052d 0.049d 0.038d 0.048d 100%
User-basedRM 0.001 0.001 0.034d 0.006d 100%
UIR-User 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 100%
RM1 0.205abcdfg 0.192abcdfg 0.112abcdfg 0.182abcdfg 100%
RM2 0.115abcdg 0.109abcdg 0.064abcdg 0.104abcdg 100%
PPC 0.050d 0.044d 0.059ad 0.050d 98%
PPC+RM1 0.258abcdefg 0.243abcdefg 0.133abcdefg 0.225abcdefg 100%
PPC+RM2 0.294abcdefgh 0.275abcdefgh 0.152abcdefgh 0.258abcdefgh 100%
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traditional nearest neighbours approach as in the UB method, then we com-
pare the results obtained with these methods against the baselines. The re-
sults of the experiments are presented on Table 7.2, denoting RM1 the results
of the RM1 estimation based on the i.i.d. sampling assumption (Eq. 7.2) and
RM2 the results of the RM2 estimation based on the conditional sampling as-
sumption (Eq. 7.4). Furthermore, we present in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 an
analysis on the parameter stability of λ (the amount of smoothing in Jelinek-
Mercer) in the Movielens 100K collection. In all cases, we use the parameter
estimation approach described in Section 7.2.0.3.
The results reported in Table 7.2, validate our proposal for the relevance
modelling of the recommendation process, showing considerable improve-
ment. Both methods achieve a statistically significant advantage against every
baseline. The performance enhancement is considerable over every baseline
method (between 120% and 200% of improvement in terms of P@5, depend-
ing on the dataset). This clearly indicates that the estimates obtained through
our relevance modelling of the recommendation problem are more suitable
to obtain good effectiveness values. Profile-expansion style recommendation
proves to be a better strategy than pure item ranking based recommenda-
tion. The poor behaviour of the UIR-User method was expected because this
method does not exploit rating information but only co-rating. Meanwhile,
the User-basedRM, which achieved good results in terms of Mean Average Er-
ror (MAE) in the original paper, does not perform well in precision oriented
tasks. It only achieves comparable results with the other baselines for the
P@50 metric. The large difference with respect to this method can thus be
partly explained by the fact that in the original paper the method is optimised
for a different metric from the ones we use here, which are ranking-oriented
rather than error-based, as corresponds to a retrieval task.
Overall, this experiment confirms that our proposal of combining neigh-
bourhood information and relevance estimations under the same method is
very beneficial to the recommendation task. Furthermore, when analysing
the behaviour in terms of the parameter stability in the training collection, it
can be observed that both methods are very robust over the parameter values.
Meanwhile the optimal λ for the RM1 method is achieved when the amount
of smoothing applied is the maximum (hence, the background model is used,
which turns into a pure popularity-based recommender).
In the case of the RM2 method, the optimal value is achieved for λ = 0.1
which indicates that the estimation benefits both from the background model
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Figure 7.2: Performance and coverage (cvg) in the Movielens 100K collection
when varying the amount of smoothing applied for the RM1 method
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Figure 7.3: Performance and coverage (cvg) in the Movielens 100K collection
when varying the amount of smoothing applied for the RM2 method
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and the users’ models. In this case, the performance of the method based on
the conditional sampling assumption is less sensitive than that of the RM1
method. In this experiment, we used traditional neighbourhood selection
techniques for user-based collaborative filtering, that is, based on Pearson’s
correlation and nearest neighbours. In the next experiment, we assess if more
elaborated approaches for such task based on probabilistic clustering can im-
prove the performance of the recommendation process.
7.4.4.2 Experiment 2: Probabilistic Clustering for Neighbourhood Se-
lection
The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the suitability of the PPC al-
gorithm for the neighbourhood selection task. We followed the experimental
set-up described in Section 7.3.2 and the rating prediction was performed
using Eq. 7.13. The results of applying this method for the neighbourhood
selection task instead of using a standard nearest neighbour selection (e.g.,
computing Pearson’s correlation) are presented in Table 7.2 denoted as PPC.
The most important finding is that the neighbourhood selection based on ap-
plying probabilistic forms of clustering greatly enhances the performance of
the recommendation. Particularly, this method beats every baseline in the
training collection, achieving statistically significant improvements.
It is important to highlight, regarding the test collection, that our PPC
method outperforms the UB approach for nDCG@10 and every baseline for
P@50. We believe the different performance improvements observed for the
two collections may be due to the optimal parameter (κ) found in the training
collection, which seems to be insufficient for the test collection. This makes
sense since the properties of each collection are very different (943 vs. 6040
users, see Table 7.1). The results, nonetheless, are very promising, and un-
derline the fact that improvements of up to 30% for P@50 are possible by
tuning on a separate – but not very different – collection and not using the
optimal parameters.
As explained before, only one parameter value has to be determined in this
experiment, namely the number of clusters κ. In order to study the behaviour
of this method when varying the number of clusters, we report the results
over the training collection in Figure 7.4. Interestingly, when increasing the
number of clusters the recommendation effectiveness tends to improve but at
the expense of coverage. This is explained by the fact that when increasing
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Figure 7.4: Performance and coverage (cvg) in the Movielens 100K collection
when varying the number of clusters PPC method
the number of clusters and, at the same time, working with hard-clustering
methods, clusters with very few users tend to appear. For very small clusters,
it is not possible to produce a good recommendation for the users belonging
to them. It can be observed that a value of κ = 150 (which corresponds with
the values reported for the training collection in Table 7.2) provides a good
trade-off between coverage and effectiveness in this experiment.
7.4.4.3 Experiment 3: Probabilistic Clustering and Relevance-Based Lan-
guage Models
Once determined that both approaches, separately, are able to greatly im-
prove the effectiveness of the baselines, we take into consideration the com-
bination of both. In this combination, the neighbourhood selection phase is
addressed by applying the PPC method, while the recommendation output is
obtained by applying Eq. 7.2 (PPC+RM1) or Eq. 7.4 (PPC+RM2). In this
case, we have to train two parameters, namely, the number of clusters for
PPC (κ) and the value of the Jelinek-Mercer smoothing parameter (λ). As in
previous experiments, we trained and validated those values in the Movielens
100K collection and tested them in the Movielens 1M dataset. The results
for both collections are summarised in Table 7.2. The effectiveness of both
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Figure 7.5: Performance and coverage (cvg) in the Movielens 100K collection
when varying the number of clusters PPC+RM1 method
methods clearly outperforms the four baselines, where these improvements
are statistically significant.
Moreover, these combinations also outperform the isolated application of
the two approaches – relevance modelling (RM1 and RM2) and probabilistic
neighbour selection (PPC) – outperforming the results obtained for Experi-
ments 1 and 2 in every analysed metric. Note that, in this situation, the varia-
tion in performance when using the different RM estimations – together with
a neighbourhood based on PPC clustering – are negligible in the training col-
lection but significant in the test one. Furthermore, the best value is obtained
by the method PPC+RM2, which is slightly better than PPC+RM1, just the
opposite to what was found in Experiment 1, for both datasets. Finally, the
optimal neighbourhood size found in training was the same for both methods
(κ = 50), and the performance decreases when more clusters are considered
(see Figures 7.5 and 7.6 for a sensitivity analysis in the training collection).
Interestingly, in this experiment the best result is obtained without affecting
the coverage, an interesting effect since although a user would be isolated
in a singleton neighbourhood by means of the PPC, with the RM modelling
it will still benefit from the background knowledge of the collection in the
recommendation process.
As an additional checking, we show in Table 7.3 how these methods are
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Figure 7.6: Performance and coverage (cvg) in the Movielens 100K collection
when varying the number of clusters PPC+RM2 method
Table 7.3: Performance results for the combination of PPC and RM models,
for P@5 and 50 clusters.
Method
λ value
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
PPC+RM1 0.006 0.316 0.318 0.320 0.319 0.317
PPC+RM2 0.024 0.324 0.324 0.324 0.325 0.326
Method
λ value
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
PPC+RM1 0.309 0.299 0.288 0.272 0.240
PPC+RM2 0.326 0.327 0.327 0.326 0.006
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sensitive to the value of the λ parameter in the training collection. It can be
observed that effectiveness values close to the ones of the best performing λ
can be obtained in a wide range of the parameter space for both methods,
stressing the robustness of these approaches.
7.4.4.4 Discussion
When globally analysing the results of the three experiments, we can conclude
that (i) the proposed language-based relevance modelling of the recommen-
dation process performs better than other similar approaches which also cap-
ture the relevance notion for this problem, (ii) the probabilistic clustering for
neighbourhood selection clearly outperforms traditional neighbourhood se-
lection techniques based on Pearson’s correlation on nearest neighbours or
matrix factorisation techniques, and (iii) the combination of both approaches
enhances even further the recommendation results.
A very desirable characteristic, which is worth analysing, was presented
in Experiment 1. Our relevance model estimations for the recommendation
problem have the capability of, depending on the amount of smoothing ap-
plied, producing a range of different recommendation strategies, from a pure
popularity-based recommendation to a (standard) neighbour-based recom-
mender algorithm. As a result of this, in the first experiment, we obtained
that the best performance of the RM1 method was produced by a popularity-
based recommendation, once its optimal configuration of the parameters is
analysed. We believe this fact indicates that the quality of the standard neigh-
bourhood techniques is not good enough, and more emphasis on the collec-
tion statistics (popularity) should be taken into account. For that reason, we
decided to test alternative neighbour selection techniques such as PPC.
From the results of the Experiment 2, we can clearly conclude that PPC ob-
tains better neighbourhoods than standard techniques, in terms of the result-
ing recommendation performance. In fact, if we compare the results obtained
by the classic UB against our method, the precision may be multiplied up to
a factor of 5x in the best situation (training collection), whereas a decent im-
provement of 30% for P@50 has been obtained for the test collection. It is
true that this improvement is achieved at the expense of lower coverage, but,
as shown in Figure 7.4, even when few clusters are exploited (and, hence,
coverage is still high) precision is doubled. Moreover, for the values reported
the coverage is quite high, as we can observe in Table 7.2.
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Finally, if we analyse the results of Experiment 3, we can observe that
now the method based on RM1 is not producing solely popularity-driven rec-
ommendations for its optimal parameters, but instead a combination of both
the background model and the neighbourhood information. In our opinion,
this is another evidence to support the high quality of the neighbourhoods
obtained by the PPC method. As another consequence, we observe in this
experiment an important improvement in terms of effectiveness with respect
to the results obtained in Experiments 1 and 2.
In summary, the combination of Relevance Modelling and PPC approaches
leads to more robust techniques (since the sensitivity of λ has decreased and
coverage is now independent of the number κ of clusters), more computation-
ally efficient algorithms (because lower values for κ are required), and better
performing techniques in terms of precision and nDCG. Moreover, since the
optimal parameters found in the training collection have proved to be effec-
tive in the test collection, we may conclude that our methods are also flexible
and general enough to be trained and tested in two collections with different
properties while showing good performance in both situations.
7.5 Related Work
This is not the first attempt to use probabilistic modelling from Information
Retrieval in Collaborative Filtering. In Wang et al. (2008c), the authors found
interesting analogies between implicit CF (based on frequencies, instead of
ratings) and IR, introducing the concept of binary relevance into CF and ap-
plying the Probability Ranking Principle of IR to it. Similarly, in Wang et al.
(2006b) a generative relevance model is proposed for implicit CF, and in
(Wang, 2009), the author made use of a language modelling formulation to
propose a risk-aware ranking for (implicit) CF. However, these attempts have
been partial and focused purely on the model level with regards to CF; more-
over, these approaches do not tackle the problem of having ratings instead of
frequencies, like we did in the work presented herein.
Regarding rating-based CF, one of the first works which explicitly dealt
with a generative probabilistic framework in a rating-based collaborative fil-
tering scenario is Wang et al. (2006a). In that work, together with (Wang
et al., 2008b), the authors presented a probabilistic relevance framework,
where three models are derived: one based on users, other based on items,
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and a unified relevance model. This modelling was based on the probabilistic
interpretation of the Relevance Models for language modelling (Lafferty and
Zhai, 2002). This is a good attempt to model the recommendation problem
as a relevance ranking problem. However it has a different philosophy to our
approach. Wang et al.’s idea can be interpreted as an attempt to produce
an initial ranking meanwhile our proposal is based on mimicking the typical
query expansion process and produce the recommendation as a user profile
expansion.
When comparing both user-based proposals, the evaluation shows that
our methods achieve better results with respect to precision-based evaluation
metrics, whereas Wang’s methods perform well with error-based metrics such
as Mean Average Error. One problem of Wang’s method is the need of an
intensive training phase (based on Expectation Maximisation) to learn the
optimal parameter values (bandwidth hu in Wang et al. (2008b)) over the
whole data, while the methods proposed herein can be tuned by means of
a classical cross-validation experiment. Furthermore, in our method, even
parameters’ values from other collections achieve a decent performance, as
observed in the experiments with the second dataset.
Regarding the use of clustering for recommendation, these algorithms
have not been widely exploited yet. Some authors split the set of users or
items in order to improve the scalability of the recommender systems and
their accuracy (O’Connor and Herlocker, 1999; Xue et al., 2005). Most of
these approaches use old-fashioned clustering methods such as k-Means or
hierarchical clustering, which, in general, produce good results but at the
expense of lower coverage (Xue et al., 2005). Furthermore, some authors
make use of external information for the data partition, such as the content
of the item (e.g. genres or tags, in the film domain). Recently, we have stud-
ied in Bellog´ın and Parapar (2012) the use of the Normalised-Cut algorithm
showing important improvements over classical clustering approaches but not
reaching the performance of the presented PPC-based approach.
Although there are no Posterior Probabilistic Clustering applications in the
field of recommendation, Non-negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) methods
have been previously used mainly for the rating prediction task, as a model-
based recommender similar to, for instance, SVD. In Gu et al. (2010), Gu et
al. proposed a unified model for collaborative filtering based on a type of
non-negative matrix factorisation. While, in our case, Posterior Probabilistic
Clustering is only a better performing tool for locating good neighbourhoods,
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in that work the NMF algorithm also produces recommendations itself, by
combining both model-based and memory-based information to improve the
recommendation effectiveness. The evaluation against existing methods ex-
hibited modest improvements in terms of Mean Average Error. Among other
baselines, they compared the results with a previous work by Zhang et al.
(2006) that also uses different types of NMF algorithms. The latter was
a pioneering work on tackling the problem of incomplete ratings when ap-
plying recommendations based on weighted NMF, obtaining small improve-
ments against user-based and matrix factorisation techniques, again in terms
of Mean Average Error.
7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have proposed a relevance modelling approach for the
recommendation problem. Our proposal addresses the item recommenda-
tion task as a profile expansion problem, using the mechanisms for query
expansion provided by the Relevance-Based Language Models. The empir-
ical evaluation of our proposal shows considerable improvements in terms
of effectiveness (measured by ranking quality metrics) against different re-
lated baselines. Furthermore, in order to obtain better neighbours for the
memory-based recommendation, we proposed the application of the Posterior
Probabilistic Clustering algorithm. This proposal by itself also achieves im-
portant effectiveness improvements over traditional neighbour-based approa-
ches, while at the same time it outperforms standard matrix factorisation al-
gorithms.
Furthermore, we show that the combination of both proposals improves
the results of their individual application, demonstrating in this way that the
better the neighbourhood (which acts as the pseudo-relevant set in the ex-
plicit search scenario), the better the estimations of the underlying relevance
model, and therefore, better item recommendations are produced as expan-
sions of the user profile. This fact is consistent with the previous results ob-
tained in the application of RM on text retrieval.

Chapter 8
Conclusions and
Future Research
In this chapter we summarise the conclusions of this thesis and suggest some
future research directions.
8.1 Conclusions
This thesis presents new estimations and new application fields for the Rele-
vance-Based Language Models. On one hand we have presented new esti-
mations for the traditional retrieval task with pseudo-relevance feedback by
affecting the selection of expansion terms (Chapter 3) with the objective of
select better expansion terms, and by modifying the pseudo-relevant set over
which the Relevance Models are estimated (Chapters 4 and 5) with the ob-
jective of selecting better pseudo-relevant documents. On the other hand we
have adapted the Relevance Based Language Modelling Framework for other
tasks such as text clustering (Chapters 6) and recommendation (Chapters 7),
producing the corresponding estimations. The main objective of this work
was not only improving the performance in term of effectiveness for the given
tasks, but also we have been very worrying on studying the robustness of our
proposals. This objective was accomplished not only in the retrieval task but
also to an important extent in the clustering and recommendation tasks.
• Chapter 3 presents a new RM estimation where the idea of promot-
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ing the divergent terms is introduced in the core of the RM computa-
tion. The objective is to promote those terms in the pseudo-relevant
set which are divergent from the background collection model. Results
show that of our estimation outperforms RM3 estimation (Abdul-jaleel
et al., 2004), the best performing RM estimation to the date, both in
retrieval effectiveness and query robustness. In order to provide a base-
line which also incorporates the divergence idea we have also produced
a formulation of the traditional KLD QE method from the Rocchio’s
framework in the LM framework. Interestingly, this method seems com-
petitive with RM3 and having one parameter less.
• Chapter 4 formulates a new cluster based RM method. Taking advan-
tage of overlapping clustering techniques we processed the initial re-
trieval and produced a reranking of the top documents considering the
document query likelihood and the cluster query likelihoods of the best
and worst ranked clusters to which the documents belongs to. With this
reranking the RS is modified and RM3 is used to estimate an expanded
query and to produce a second retrieval. Our proposal outperforms in
both effectiveness and query robustness the traditional RM3 method.
Furthermore, the proposed method outperforms the Resampling (Lee
et al., 2008) method, another cluster based pseudo-relevance feedback
baseline.
• Chapter 5 introduces the application of the Relevance-Based Language
Modelling framework to the score distribution modelling and the thresh-
old optimisation problems. The objective was to produce a RS with less
non-relevant documents given the fact of the sensibility of the PRF me-
thod to the presence of such noise in the pseudo-relevant set. We pro-
posed the modelling of the score distributions for our task as a mixture
of two Gaussian distributions. We used Bergman soft-clustering tech-
nique to infer the distributions and mixture’s parameters. And finally
the threshold optimisation problem considers the location of the cut-off
point were the highest relevance density is estimated. With this frame-
work the RS size is automatically determined at query level. Results
comparing our proposal with the standard approach of training the size
of the RS show that our method is equivalent or better to the traditional
method. Particularly our method achieves important improvements in
the text collections (up to a 11% in terms of MAP and more than 38%
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in terms of query robustness).
• Chapter 6 presents the adaptation of the Relevance Modelling frame-
work to a non-retrieval task such as clustering. Particularly we ad-
dressed a kind of semi-supervised clustering task known as Constrained
Clustering. Here, we introduced the application of relevance models for
modelling the clustering constraints directly in the document represen-
tation. Some assumptions and definitions are introduced for applying
the framework for this task. The modelling of the constraints in such
forms allows the use of traditional un-constrained clustering algorithm
for performing the constrained clustering task. Evaluation shows, not
only that our proposal is valid for the given task but also it outperforms
existing specially tailored constrained clustering methods in effective-
ness and robustness to the parameter settings.
• Chapter 7 formulates two new estimations for relevance models. In this
case these formulations are used in the recommendation task. The es-
timations are derived as equivalent to RM1 and RM2 (Lavrenko and
Croft, 2001) for document retrieval. The proposed estimations outper-
form four different state-of-the-art recommending methods. Further-
more, we also introduced a new way of constructing the neighbour-
hoods of users in the recommender system. The neighbourhood of a
user in our modelling play the role of the relevance set, so with this
proposal we reiterate the importance of achieving a good RS for the es-
timation of the relevance models. The combination of both proposals
achieves impressive results in terms of effectiveness (around 38% over
the baselines). Furthermore, the study of parameter sensitivity and be-
haviour across collections shows that our methods are quite robust.
8.2 Future Research
Several research opportunities have been opened by the works presented in
this thesis not only for further improve the effectiveness and robustness of the
methods but also for new application fields for them.
• In the promotion of the divergence in the estimation of relevance mod-
els several research lines remain open. In particular it seems worth
to try alternative ways for estimating of the background model in the
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collection. Furthermore, research on more elaborated methods for in-
troducing the demotion of those common collection terms in the RM
estimates is also interesting. We also want to study how the presented
ideas may be applied to improve existing techniques for selective query
expansion and adaptive relevance feedback.
• Regarding to our work on cluster based relevance models, in the future,
we want to test our approach in additional clustering frameworks. Par-
ticularly it seems interesting to explore probabilistic clustering methods
such as the PPC algorithm (Ding et al., 2008) which provide with be-
longing probability of documents to clusters, and study how to integrate
that information directly in the computation of the cluster query likeli-
hood. Also we want to explore further methods for cluster representa-
tion as input to the computation of the cluster query likelihood. In line
with our work in score distributions it seems appropriate considering
the cluster scores in order to discern between relevant and non-relevant
information.
• Score distribution modelling is not an easy field because it depends in
weak assumptions on distributions choice. More work on selecting good
mixtures of appropriate statistical distributions has to be carried out.
In particular we have observed that the distribution fitting depends not
only on the queries but also in the nature of the collection of documents.
We envisage future work on automatically selecting for each situation
the distribution combination that best fit with the observed data in an
attempt of improving the performance of these methods.
• Referring to our work on modelling the constraints in the document rep-
resentation for constrained clustering we consider two different prob-
lems to approach. We want to test our method in other clustering
framework and also test other RM estimations and PRF methods. We
also will study how to accommodate other kind of constraints, in par-
ticular absolute and negative constraints and check how negative PRF
methods perform for this task. The combination of our proposal with
other methods as a way for reinforcing the effect of the constraints is
also interesting to try.
• In the field of recommender systems we plan to further study other op-
tions for the construction of the pseudo-relevant set of users, not only
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techniques based on neighbours but also other approaches to produce
an initial user ranking, as is standard in the retrieval task. We will also
consider alternative estimations and smoothing approaches to be ap-
plied in our formulation of the problem. We envision additional refine-
ments of our methods, such as only considering positively rated items in
the user profile when computing the user likelihood, or tackling differ-
ently the absence of rating for an item by the user in the PPC algorithm.
We also plan to assess the use of our proposal in order to address the
important problem of recommendation diversification. We also envision
the recommendation diversification in our modelling, i.e., the diversifi-
cation of the recommended items in the expanded profile, as the same
problem of promoting divergent terms in the estimation of the relevance
models.
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thesis in Spanish.
Desde las formalizaciones de co´mo debe llevarse a cabo el proceso de
bu´squeda en los archivos de las bibliotecas durante los an˜os cincuenta, las
te´cnicas de Recuperacio´n de Informacio´n se han convertido en esenciales para
la actividad diaria de la mayor´ıa de los seres humanos. Hoy en d´ıa la pa´gi-
na principal de casi todos los navegadores web instalados en los ordenadores
personales apuntan a un motor de bu´squeda web como Google, Yahoo! o
Bing, esto no tiene solamente propo´sitos comerciales, sino tambie´n, y ma´s
importante au´n, se debe a que hoy en d´ıa los motores de bu´squeda son vitales
para acceder a la informacio´n. Y estos motores de bu´squeda no habr´ıan sido
posibles sin los esfuerzos de investigacio´n realizados en el campo de la Recu-
peracio´n de Informacio´n. Recuperacio´n de Informacio´n (RI) es en realidad el
textit la ciencia de la bu´squeda, o quiza´s una mejor descripcio´n podr´ıa ser la
la ciencia de encontrar. Varias definiciones han sido propuestas para caracteri-
zar esta, todav´ıa joven, a´rea de investigacio´n, en nuestra opinio´n, una de las
ma´s precisas se produjo en Manning et al. (2008):
Recuperacio´n de Informacio´n es encontrar material (normalmente
documentos) de una naturaleza no estructurada (generalmente tex-
to) que satisface una necesidad de informacio´n sobre grandes colec-
ciones (normalmente almacenadas en los ordenadores)
Los motores de bu´squeda mencionados anteriormente son complejos sis-
temas de informacio´n con muchos componentes, tales como rastreadores,
analizadores, tokenizadores, indexadores, buscadores, clasificadores, o inter-
faces de interaccio´n. Pero por encima de todos ellos, los modelos de recu-
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peracio´n son los esta´n en el centro de cualquier motor de bu´squeda. Los mod-
elos de recuperacio´n permiten a los motores de bu´squeda proporcionar, en
respuesta a una necesidad de informacio´n usuario, rankings de documentos
de manera eficaz y eficiente . A lo largo de la historia de la Recuperacio´n de
Informacio´n varios modelos de recuperacio´n han sido propuestos. En partic-
ular, esta tesis se enmarca dentro de los bien conocidos y altamente efectivos
Modelos Estad´ısticos del Lenguaje. Ponte and Croft (1998) introdujeron el uso
de los Modelos de Lenguaje en la Recuperacio´n de la Informacio´n, modelos
cuyas ra´ıces ma´s cercanas se encuentran en el campo del reconocimiento au-
toma´tico del habla. En concreto, en este trabajo se tratara´ con una expansio´n
posterior de los mismos llamada Modelos de Lenguaje basados en Relevancia
(Lavrenko and Croft, 2001). Los Modelos de Relevancia introdujeron en el
marco de los Modelos de Lenguaje el concepto de relevancia, concepto que es
expl´ıcito en otros modelos de recuperacio´n, como los modelos probabil´ısticos.
Los Modelos de Relevancia se han utilizado principalmente para una tarea es-
pec´ıfica dentro de la Recuperacio´n de Informacio´n llamada Retroalimentacio´n
por Pseudo Relevancia. Retroalimentacio´n por Pseudo Relevancia es un tipo
de te´cnica local de expansio´n de consultas donde se asume relevancia sobre
un conjunto de documentos del ranking inicial, estos documentos se utilizan
para seleccionar los te´rminos de expansio´n para la consulta original y pro-
ducir una segundo ranking ma´s efectivo
En esta tesis investigamos algunas nuevas estimaciones de los Modelos
de Relevancia tanto para la tarea de retroalimentacio´n por pseudo relevancia
como para otras tareas ma´s alla´ de la bu´squeda de documentos, en particular,
el agrupamiento documental y recomendacio´n. Se estudian los beneficios de
nuestras propuestas para estas tareas compara´ndolas con las estimaciones
existentes. Tambie´n prestamos atencio´n sobre algunos aspectos pra´cticos de
los Modelos de Relevancia como el ajuste de para´metros, y especialmente una
nueva propuesta para determinar automa´ticamente el taman˜o del conjunto de
los documentos seleccionados para la retroalimentacio´n.
A.1 Motivacio´n
La produccio´n de un ranking de documentos de calidad con respecto a las
necesidades de los usuarios no es todav´ıa un tema cerrado. Aunque para al-
gunos tipos de consultas comunes producidas por los usuarios en buscadores
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web, los resultados sean satisfactorios en te´rminos de eficacia, todav´ıa hay
mucho margen de mejora en otros escenarios en tareas ma´s alla´ de la recu-
peracio´n de documentos. Varias te´cnicas han sido exploradas para conseguir
este objetivo. Entre esas te´cnicas, las te´cnicas de retroalimentacio´n de rele-
vancia parecen ser unas de las ma´s prometedoras en cuanto a mejoras en la
eficacia. Es comu´nmente reconocido que los Modelos de Relevancia es una de
las te´cnicas de retroalimentacio´n con mejores resultados, a pesar de esto, no
fue hasta hace poco cuando se llevaron a cabo estudios detallados sobre sus
diferentes estimaciones (Lv and Zhai, 2009a). Esta es, de hecho, la principal
motivacio´n de esta tesis, producir nuevas estimaciones de los Modelos de Rel-
evancia para la tarea de recuperacio´n de documentos y la comparacio´n de las
mismas con los me´todos estado del arte. No so´lo queremos producir mode-
los ma´s eficaces, sino tambie´n obtener estimaciones ma´s robustas que hagan
frente al problema ende´mico de la deriva en el to´pico de las te´cnicas de retroal-
imentacio´n de relevancia. En l´ınea con esto queremos seguir explorando prin-
cipalmente dos caminos diferentes: la promocio´n de los me´todos basados en
la divergencia y en el agrupamiento documental. En relacio´n a lo primero, la
promocio´n de te´rminos divergentes ha sido previamente explorada con e´xito
en otros modelos de recuperacio´n (Carpineto et al., 2001), mientras que para
los Modelos de Relevancia, los intentos de hacerlo no fueron concluyentes
(Zhai and Lafferty, 2001) y fueron aplicados so´lo a nivel de modelo, en vez
de a nivel de te´rmino. En cuanto al uso de te´cnicas de agrupacio´n de docu-
mentos, los esfuerzos de investigacio´n se han centrado en aplicar me´todos de
recuperacio´n basados en agrupamiento documental para mejorar la seleccio´n
del conjunto de documentos pseudo relevantes (Lee et al., 2008) y esta es la
idea que se quiere explorar ma´s a fondo en esta tesis, no so´lo con la objetivo
de mejorar la eficacia, sino tambie´n la robustez.
Como resultado del buen comportamiento de los Modelos de Relevan-
cia en te´rminos de eficacia para la recuperacio´n de documentos, estos han
sido probados para la recuperacio´n ma´s alla´ de los documentos como la re-
cuperacio´n de frase (Balasubramanian et al., 2007) , recuperacio´n de pasajes
(Li and Zhu, 2008) o recuperacio´n de sentimiento y opinio´n (Eguchi and
Lavrenko, 2006). Adema´s, el mismo concepto de Modelos Relevancia fue apli-
cado con e´xito para otras tareas como la anotacio´n automa´tica de ima´genes
(Jeon et al., 2003) o el etiquetado social (Lavrenko et al., 2002). Esto nos
inspiro´ para ir un paso ma´s alla´ y, de la misma manera que los modelos de
lenguaje fueron reinterpretados para la tarea de recuperacio´n traye´ndolos del
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campo del reconocimiento automa´tico del habla, queremos producir estima-
ciones adicionales de los Modelos de Relevancia para otras tareas donde la
relevancia no esta´ asociada entre consultas y documentos. En particular, va-
mos a modelar el problema de recomendacio´n y las tareas de agrupamiento
documental con restricciones, dos problemas muy relacionados con la recu-
peracio´n de documentos en los que hemos trabajado anteriormente en otras
l´ıneas de investigacio´n. Los Modelos de Relevancia son en principio una for-
ma de hacer expansio´n de consultas, nosotros vamos a usar este marco para
otras tareas donde no es la consulta el elemento a expandir. En el problema
de la recomendacio´n los Modelos de Relevancia se estimara´n sobre las prefer-
encias del usuario y las preferencias de los vecinos del usuario, para producir
la expansio´n de perfil del usuario, mientras que en la tarea agrupamiento
documental con restricciones el Modelo de Relevancia sera´ calculado sobre el
documento de texto y los documentos con los que este documento comparte
restricciones, lo que resultara´ en la expansio´n documento constren˜ido.
Al abordar esta investigacio´n es imprescindible para hacer frente a algunos
problemas pra´cticos. Espec´ıficamente, una buena eleccio´n de los valores de
los para´metros es un punto que se conoce crucial en el rendimiento de las
diferentes formulaciones de RM. Algunos estudios se han publicado recien-
temente sobre este tema (Winaver et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2008), pero la
eficacia de los enfoques existentes compromete su uso en tiempo de consulta
en aplicaciones reales. Debido a esto, se decidio´ estudiar este punto en detalle,
tratando de producir me´todos automa´ticos para determinar automa´ticamente
los valores de algunos de estos para´metros en una forma menos costosa com-
putacionalmente.
A.2 Objetivos
El principal alegato de este trabajo es que es posible formular nuevas esti-
maciones de los Modelos de Relevancia para mejorar au´n ma´s la eficacia de
la tarea de bu´squeda de documentos y tareas ma´s alla´ de la bu´squeda. Estos
nuevos modelados sera´n capaces de no so´lo mejorar la eficacia de las esti-
maciones y los me´todos existentes, sino tambie´n de superar su robustez, un
factor cr´ıtico cuando se trata de me´todos de retroalimentacio´n de relevancia.
Estos objetivos se perseguira´n mediante diferentes caminos: la promocio´n de
te´rminos divergentes en la propia estimacio´n, presentando nuevas te´cnicas
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basadas en el agrupamiento documental, la introduccio´n de nuevos me´to-
dos para determinar automa´ticamente el taman˜o del conjunto de documentos
pseudo relevantes a nivel de consulta, y produciendo nuevas y originales es-
timaciones para los Modelos de Relevancia en tareas como la recomendacio´n
y el agrupamiento documental con restricciones.
Alineadas con los medios anteriormente indicados, las contribuciones de
esta tesis son las siguientes. Tres me´todos diferentes propuestos con el fin de
mejorar la eficacia de la tarea de bu´squeda cuando se utilizan Modelos de
Relevancia. En primer lugar, un nuevo estudio sobre la forma de introducir
la promocio´n de los te´rminos divergentes en las estimaciones de los Modelos
de Relevancia, incorporando en este marco teo´rico la idea intr´ınseca a otros
modelos de retroalimentacio´n como los me´todos de expansio´n de consultados
usando la divergencia Kullback-Leibler bajo el marco de Rocchio (Carpineto
et al., 2001) o el modelo de recuperacio´n basado en la Divergencia de la
Aleatoriedad (Amati and Van Rijsbergen, 2002). En segundo lugar, presen-
tamos un nuevo enfoque basado en el agrupamiento documental y disen˜ado
con el objetivo de seleccionar los mejores documentos candidatos para for-
mar el conjunto de pseudo relevantes, comparando nuestra propuesta con
formas alternativas de construir el conjunto de pseudo relevantes. Y en tercer
lugar, disen˜amos un sistema para la seleccio´n automa´tica del nu´mero de los
documentos en el conjunto de pseudo relevantes usado para la expansio´n,
estudiando su efectividad y las consecuencias en te´rminos de eficiencia con
respecto a los me´todos existentes.
Adema´s, contribuimos con dos nuevos modelos ma´s alla´ de la tarea de
bu´squeda de documentos. Por un lado, un nuevo modelado de la tarea agru-
pamiento documental con restricciones, donde derivamos las estimaciones
correspondientes para los Modelos de Relevancia con el fin de introducir la
informacio´n de las restricciones directamente en la representacio´n de los doc-
umentos. Por otra parte, formulamos el problema recomendacio´n de elemen-
tos en el contexto de un sistema de recomendacio´n como una estimacio´n de
los Modelos de Relevancia. Todas estas te´cnicas son validadas en la evidencia
emp´ırica, a trave´s de varias series de experimentos cuidadosos, demostrado
ser me´todos robustos a trave´s de diferentes colecciones.
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A.3 Estructura
Las principales aportaciones de esta tesis se presentan en los cap´ıtulos 3, 4, 5,
6 y 7. El cap´ıtulo 2 contiene una introduccio´n general a los Modelos de Rele-
vancia que un especialista en Recuperacio´n de Informacio´n podr´ıa evitar, pero
en la que cualquier lector interesado puede encontrar una breve introduccio´n
al estado del arte.
La organizacio´n de cap´ıtulos es el siguiente 1:
• El cap´ıtulo 2 es un breve resumen de los principales conceptos de Re-
cuperacio´n de Informacio´n, Retroalimentacio´n de Pseudo Relevancia y,
sobre todo, Modelos de Relevancia. Las diferentes etapas de co´mo se ha
abordado esta tarea tradicionalmente en un proceso de bu´squeda son
aclarados y particularmente como estas se encuadran en el marco teo´ri-
co espec´ıfico asociado. Se presenta una breve revisio´n de la literatura
en te´rminos de te´cnicas de retroalimentacio´n y diferentes estimaciones
de los Modelos de Relevancia el objetivo de proporcionar una visio´n
clara de las alternativas existentes a las te´cnicas que se proponen en
este trabajo.
• El cap´ıtulo 3 presenta el primero de nuestros esfuerzos para producir
mejores estimaciones de los Modelos de Relevancia, en este caso basa-
do en la promocio´n de los te´rminos divergentes cuando se calcula el
Modelo de Relevancia para una consulta determinada. Una evaluacio´n
detallada contra la formulacio´n esta´ndar y otras te´cnicas de expansio´n
no basadas en Modelos de Relevancia avala la eficacia y los valores de
robustez de nuestra propuesta.
• El cap´ıtulo 4 presenta la propuesta para modificar la seleccio´n de los
documentos que pertenecen al conjunto de pseudo relevantes mediante
la aplicacio´n de estrategias basadas en bu´squeda sobre agrupamientos
de documentos. Nuestro objetivo no es so´lo explotar en este proceso
la informacio´n grupos buenos de documentos, sino tambie´n de grupos
malos. La evaluacio´n se realiza contra los de los esfuerzos anteriores en
esta l´ınea y se informa de los resultados comparando la eficacia y las
cifras de robustez.
1Siguiendo las recomendaciones de Evans et al. (2012) decidimos mantener independientes y
auto-contenidos los cap´ıtulos, exponiendo en cada uno la literatura y el estado del arte espec´ıfico
del tema de cada cap´ıtulo. Tambie´n seguimos las recomendaciones en te´rminos de formato y
estilo
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• El cap´ıtulo 5 describe nuestros intentos de proporcionar de un me´todo
automa´tico para determinar, a nivel de consulta, el nu´mero de docu-
mentos seleccionados del top de la primera recuperacio´n para formar
parte del conjunto de pseudo relevantes. Nuestra propuesta, que se basa
en el estudio de las distribuciones de las puntuaciones de los documen-
tos, trata de mejorar la eficacia pero, sobre todo, la robustez de los
Modelos de Relevancia. Estudiamos co´mo nuestro me´todo se compara
con otras te´cnicas anteriores comentando sus ventajas.
• El cap´ıtulo 6 comienza con nuestras propuestas para el modelado de
nuevas tareas en el marco de los Modelos de Relevancia. En este caso
nos acercamos a la tarea de agrupamiento de texto con restricciones. En
este cap´ıtulo se presenta co´mo acomodar las restricciones directamente
en la representacio´n de documentos, evitando el uso de algoritmos de
agrupamiento especialmente creados para esta tarea y consiguiendo val-
ores comparables de eficacia e incluso mejores que dichos me´todos.
• El cap´ıtulo 7 examina otro problema ma´s alla´ de la recuperacio´n de doc-
umentos: recomendacio´n de elementos. Se propone una formulacio´n al-
ternativa de los me´todos de filtrado colaborativo encuadrada en el mar-
co de los Modelos de Relevancia, se modela el problema de recomen-
dacio´n de elementos como un problema de expansio´n de perfil y se
formulan las estimaciones correspondientes para los Modelos de Rel-
evancia asociados. Se lleva a cabo una comparacio´n detallada con los
me´todos de recomendacio´n estado del arte mostrando impresionantes
mejoras para las diferentes me´tricas de eficacia.
• Por u´ltimo, en el cap´ıtulo 8 se presentan las conclusiones de la tesis y
un resumen de las l´ıneas de investigacio´n futuras.
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